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Abstract 
 
Nowadays, linear motors are widely used in machine tools to eliminate the gear re-
lated problems of rotative drives with lead-screw transmission. With linear motors the 
performance increases considerably since mechanical transmission elements are re-
moved. This leads to a better precision, a higher acceleration and a higher speed of the 
moving part. Therefore, direct drives with linear motors are increasingly used in indus-
trial applications although these solutions often need higher investment costs. 
In industrial processing plants, raw materials are transferred into the production 
process, typically then they pass several processing stations and finally, the processed 
article is removed from the processing chain. In today’s production plants, different 
equipment is used for transportation and processing materials. Advantages can be ex-
pected by using the same system of linear drives for transportation as well as for proc-
essing materials. Hence, this dissertation discusses a proposal for process-integrated 
material handling based on linear drives. The integration of linear drives into the pro-
duction plant calls for a new view of the production process. The integrative viewpoint 
where a co-design of drive and plant is introduced should be developed for future appli-
cations.  
To fulfill the demand of a material handling system, two alternatives are compared. 
The first one is based on active vehicles and passive tracks and the second one is based 
in passive vehicles and active tracks. Advantages and disadvantages of both alternatives 
are discussed, considering aspects of the power supply system as well as control and 
communication demands. 
The control of Long Stator PM Linear Synchronous motors with passive, lightweight 
transportation units is investigated in detail. Hard- and software for an experimental 
setup is developed for a sectioned Long Stator Linear Motor and used to validate the 
proposed system. Finite Element tools are applied to introduce information into the con-
trol loop about section’s transition and thrust force ripple. Field oriented control, direct 
flux control and resonant control are supported by the Finite Element information to 
suppress detent forces and achieve a smooth movement overall the track. A control 
Abstract 
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method for soft transition between separately fed sections of the track without affecting 
the dynamic are implemented. Experimental results validate the proposed system and it 
opens a new application area for the linear drives in future. 
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Kurzfassung 
 
Heutzutage werden Linearmotoren in Werkzeugmaschinen eingesetzt, um mechani-
sche Probleme des Antriebsstranges (Kugelgewindespindel, Zahnstange, Rie-
men/Ritzel) auszuschließen und hohe Dynamik und Präzision zu erreichen. Linearmoto-
ren haben den großen Vorteil, dass es keine weiteren mechanischen Übertragungsele-
mente im Antriebsstrang gibt. Dies führt zu einer höheren Genauigkeit, Beschleunigung 
und Geschwindigkeit des beweglichen Teiles. Obwohl diese Antriebslösungen oftmals 
teurer sind, werden Direktantriebe mit Linearmotoren in industriellen Anlagen zuneh-
mend eingesetzt. 
In industriellen Verarbeitungsanlagen müssen die zu bearbeitenden Gegenstände in-
nerhalb des Produktionsprozesses zwischen verschiedenen Bearbeitungsstationen trans-
portiert und nach Fertigstellung aus der Verarbeitungskette ausgeschleust werden. Ver-
arbeitungsanlagen werden oft so entworfen, dass zum Transport und zur Bearbeitung 
von Gegenständen unterschiedliche Einrichtungen eingesetzt werden. Vorteile sind zu 
erwarten, wenn für Transport und für Bearbeitung das selbe Linear- Antriebssystem 
verwendet wird. In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden derartige Linearantriebe untersucht. 
Dabei werden zwei Varianten verglichen. Die erste basiert auf aktiven Fahrzeugen und 
passiven Fahrwegen, die zweite auf passiven Fahrzeugen und aktiven Fahrwegen. Vor-
teile und Nachteile beider Alternativen werden dargestellt sowie Aspekte der Regelung 
und Informationsverarbeitung untersucht. 
In der Arbeit wird die Steuerung und Regelung für die Variante des Langstator-PM-
Linear-Synchronmotors mit passiven, leichten Transporteinheiten detailliert unersucht. 
Hard- und Software einer Versuchsanlage auf Basis eines segmentierten Langstator-
Linear-Motors wird realisiert. Damit werden Regelungs- und Steuerverfahren unter-
sucht und erprobt. Finite-Element-Verfahren werden eingesetzt, um Informationen zur 
Regelung der Übergänge zwischen den Statorabschnitten und zur Unterdrückung der 
Kraftwelligkeit in die Regelung einzubringen. Feldorientierte Regelung, direkte Fluss-
regelung und resonante Regelung werden mit Hilfe des Finite Element-Modells verbes-
sert, um eine glatte Bewegung über den ganzen Fahrweg zu erreichen.  
Kurzfassung 
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Experimentelle Ergebnisse bestätigen das vorgeschlagene System, es öffnet ein wei-
teres, neues Anwendungsgebiet für Linearenantriebe. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Linear motors 
Nowadays, linear motors are widely used in machine tools to eliminate the gear re-
lated problems of rotative drives with lead-screw transmission. With linear motors the 
performances increases considerably since the mechanical limitations are eliminated. 
This leads to a better precision, a higher acceleration and a higher speed of the moving 
part. Therefore, direct drives with linear motors are increasingly used in industrial ap-
plications although these solutions need often more investment costs. 
Different linear motor structures and technologies exist. They can be either induction 
or synchronous motors with a transverse or a longitudinal flux [21][22]. Furthermore, 
linear motors may have several topologies. They can be either short or long stator and 
single or double sided. All these variants may be combined to give numerous possibili-
ties to perform a linear motion. Typically linear motors are used for straight-line motion 
of a single vehicle along a limited distance. The range of distances to be traveled and 
the thrust force covers a wide range. The range of traveling distance starts from some 
millimeters for piezoelectric actuators [23] to many kilometers for maglev high-speed 
trains (e.g. Transrapid, Maglev) [2]. Similarly, a wide range of forces is covered by lin-
ear motors, which can reach from less than 1 N to more than 20 kN up to date. 
1.1.1. Linear motor topologies 
This section gives a brief classification of linear motors in order to present an over-
view of the various possibilities to perform a linear motion. Figure 1.1 introduces possi-
ble topologies. A main topological distinction is due to their structural geometry which 
can be either tubular or flat. These two geometries can be build in a long stator or in a 
short stator topology. For flat geometry, motors can be either single sided or assembled 
in opposite to constitute a double sided motor. 
The definition of short stator and long stator can be described as follow: 
Short stator: the electrically supplied part (primary, windings) is shorter (or equal) 
than the secondary part. In most of the cases, the electrically supplied 
part is moving. Main applications are machine tools. 
1. Introduction  
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Long stator: the length of the electrically supplied part (primary, windings) is longer 
than the secondary part, in most cases the secondary part is moving. 
Main applications are high speed trains (Transrapid, Maglev) and 
transportation systems. 
Each linear motor finds its equivalent in rotative motion. Linear motors can be di-
vided in to three main groups; induction motors (IM), synchronous motors (SM) includ-
ing reluctance motors and DC motors (DCM), but the latter are of no interest here. The 
main difference between IM and SM is the excitation mode. In the IM, the winding ar-
rangement in the primary produces a traveling field in the air gap, which induces volt-
ages in the secondary part if there is a speed difference (slip) between the traveling field 
and the secondary. These voltages generate currents in the conductive plane of the sec-
ondary part. The interaction between the primary field and the secondary currents pro-
duces the force. To achieve good performances in terms of efficiency, induction motors 
should have a rather small air gap (about 1 mm). Moreover, compared to a linear SM 
with permanent magnets, this motor needs more energy to produce the same force [21]. 
For the SM, excitation is generated by an independent source preferably by perma-
nent magnets for small and medium size motors. For very large SMs, electrical excita-
tion is used too. Synchronous motors with (nearly) sinusoidal and with trapezoidal in-
duced voltage (EMF) can be distinguished. The latter are called brushless DC motors 
(BLDC), they are fed by a nearly rectangular phase current (120° current blocks). The 
amplitude of the current blocks is controlled like the armature current of a DCM with 
brushes, and a position sensor is used for commutating currents in the stator winding, 
based on the position of the magnetic poles. But BLDC motors typically suffer from a 
Asembly
geometry
Flat Tubular
Long statorShort stator Long statorShort stator
Single side Double side Single side Double side
 
Figure 1.1: Geometric topologies of linear motors 
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higher torque ripple due to commutation, therefore the SM with (nearly) sinusoidal 
EMF is preferred for high quality motion control. 
1.2. Process integrated material handling by lin-
ear drives 
In industrial processing plants, articles (materials) must be transported between dif-
ferent locations. Raw materials are transferred into the production process, typically 
then they pass several processing stations and finally, the processed article is removed 
from the processing chain. The processing of the articles requires typically high preci-
sion as well as a high throughput throughout the manufacturing plant. 
Today’s material handling systems are designed to transport the articles between the 
individual processing stations only. Within a processing station, the article is adjusted 
and fastened with high precision on a mobile mechanism belonging to the processing 
station. In this setting, the article is processed. Subsequently, the setting is released and 
the article is transported to the next processing station, where similar procedures are 
repeated. 
Hence, this dissertation discusses a proposal for process-integrated material handling 
based on linear drives. One key feature is, that materials are attached and fastened with 
high precision to the work piece carrier (vehicle) only once. Then, the materials are 
processed and transported in the plant without releasing frequently the high precision 
clamping of the work piece. 
There is an increasing demand on flexible production plants, which can be adapted 
quickly to produce different products. In order to cover the demands of flexibility, the 
functional range of linear drives has to be extended in several directions: 
• On a carriage way, several vehicles (work piece carriers) should be able to travel 
with a high degree of independency. Each vehicle has to be controlled very pre-
cisely when the vehicle operates within a processing station. 
• The carriage way must allow for curves and for closed paths. In order to increase 
flexibility also switches shall be included in a future step. 
The integration of linear drives into the production plant calls for a new view of the 
production process. The integrative viewpoint where a co-design of drive and plant is 
1. Introduction  
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introduced should be developed for future applications. But to do so, tools must be de-
veloped e.g. to optimize the structure and the whole design process for such multi-
vehicle, multi-track linear drive systems [1]. 
1.2.1. State of the art 
Lorenz et al [24][25] proposed a circulating linear transport system for concatenation 
of machine tools. In this proposal already the possibility for curves and shunting 
switches were included. But the transverse flux induction machine which was designed 
for this project, needed rather close air gap tolerances which in turn posed high demands 
on the precision of the carriage way. Additionally the reactive power of the inverter had 
to be very large and thus the system became rather expensive. 
A further project on material handling systems was developed in [26]. In this project 
an induction motor was used too, but with the stator (primary) on the moving part. Due 
to this, all the necessary electric power had to be transferred to the vehicle and the 
power conversion was located on the vehicle too. From this, the acceleration and speed 
were restricted. 
A new machine design is presented in [27], where clips are moved forward by linear 
motors, increasing the quality, productivity and flexibility of biaxial orientation of plas-
tic films. Simultaneous orientation technology comprising the stretching of the film in 
both directions at the same time results in high quality film features. Multiple passive 
carriers with a segmented stator is proposed. 
In [3] a Linear Motor Transfer Technology is proposed for a horizontal transport of 
heavy goods as a link between container bridges and intermediate storage areas. A con-
siderable saving in space, operating and service cost are achieved. 
Some years ago, Translift company introduced and commercialized the “Magne-
Trak”. The transport system (Figure 1.2) is based on LSM (linear SM) with passive ve-
hicles [28]. In this approach, the vehicle moves on wheels, avoiding the effort in the 
mechanical guidance. Instead of it, the vehicle uses passive magnetic guidance. 
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1.2.2. Proposed system 
Figure 1.3 shows a simple example of combined transportation and processing of 
materials with a linear drive system. In such an application, the track passes through 
processing stations (P1….P4). There, typically high precision positioning and high 
forces are necessary e.g. for machining. For high precision positioning, position sensors 
cannot be avoided. But outside of the processing stations, typically a lower precision in 
positioning is sufficient. In these parts of the track, motion control without using sensors 
for speed or position should be realized. 
In order to increase flexibility, in a future step also switches “S” may be included. 
The vehicles V1 to V5 have to fulfill the following demands: 
• high acceleration 
• precise positioning when operating within a processing station 
• high dynamic load stiffness 
To fulfill the demand of the proposed system in Figure 1.3, two alternatives are com-
pared. The first one is based on active vehicles and passive tracks and the second one is 
based on passive vehicles and active tracks. Advantages and disadvantages of both al-
ternatives are discussed in detail in the next chapter, considering aspects of the power 
 
Figure 1.2: MagneTrak vehicle. Product of the company 
Translift. 
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supply system and control and communication demands. An experimental setup is built 
based on an active track and used to validate the proposed system and it opens a new 
application area for the linear drives in the future [47]. 
Carriage way of linear
drive
S SV1
V2
V3 V4
V5
P1
P2 P3 P4
P1..P4: Processing stations
V1..V5: Vehicles
S: Switch
Within processing station:
position-sensor based motion control
Outside of processing station: sensor-less based motion control  
Figure 1.3: Simple example of proposed linear drive system for combined transportation and 
processing of materials.  
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2. Linear drives topologies for mate-
rial handling 
The vehicles for the proposed system in Figure 1.3 must fulfill some characteristics. 
Inside of the processing stations, high precision positioning (some µm) as well as high 
thrust force is necessary. Under these conditions, a Linear Permanent Magnet Synchro-
nous Motor (LPMSM) offers the best solution, with high thrust force density [1]. Out-
side of the processing station sensor-less operation is desired to avoid expensive posi-
tion sensors. But sensor-less operation is not the topic of this thesis.  
2.1. Active vehicle and passive track 
Active vehicles have the main disadvantage that the energy must be transferred to the 
moving part. In machine tool applications this is done typically by a drag-chain, where 
the converter and the controller are in a stationary cabinet. The motor is fed by a cable 
in the drag-chain, but also the cable for the feedback of the position sensor uses the drag 
chain. For water cooled motors, flexible tubes are mounted too. Drag-chains are not 
suitable for the proposed system of Figure 1.3, where vehicles must move freely along a 
closed path. 
An alternative solution to the limitation of the drag-chain is to mount the power con-
verter and the controller on board of the vehicle and feed it by a contact-less energy 
transmission system [29]. Figure 2.1 shows two vehicles fed by a (big) middle fre-
quency converter. This topology has some interesting advantages, but also drawbacks, 
in comparison with passive vehicles. The number of converters and control units neces-
sary is equal to the number of vehicles plus a (big) converter for the contact-less energy 
transmission. Additionally, the position sensing is completely done on board of the ve-
hicle, and only the position reference value should be transmitted to the vehicle control-
ler. To coordinate the motion of all the vehicles in the system, a stationary coordinating 
controller that generates the position references for all the vehicles is necessary too. A 
wire-less communication system can be used to fulfill this demand of communication 
between vehicles and stationary controller.  
2. Linear drives topologies for material handling  
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If along some segments of the track only a low thrust force is necessary, then the op-
eration of the motor can be changed from synchronous machine to induction machine, 
saving the magnets along the low-force segments of the track. 
The limitations of this topology are given mainly by the power supply system and the 
high weight of the vehicle, which reduce the dynamics (acceleration). Energy storage 
(super cap) on-board can improve this disadvantage, but this increases the weight, vol-
ume and the complexity. 
The solution of active vehicles can be applied for systems with low acceleration de-
mand and low density of vehicles [29]. 
2.2. Passive vehicle and active track 
Long stator PM linear synchronous motor with passive, lightweight transportation 
units, which do not need any energy or information transferred to the vehicles, offers 
interesting advantages for the proposed system. Due to the permanent magnet excita-
tion, relative large air gaps are acceptable for the carriageway, reducing the effort for 
the mechanical guidance. For several reasons the long stator must be divided into seg-
ments, each of them will be fed individually: 
• In order to enable individual control of the vehicle motion, each vehicle must re-
side on an individually fed segment of the carriageway. 
DC
MfControl and
communication
DC
MfControl and
communication
Contact-less energy transmission
Middle frequency
Active vehicle
(short stator)
Passive track: magnets or induction rail  
Figure 2.1: Active vehicles with contact-less energy transmission and passive track. 
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• The higher the number and the desired independence in motion of the individual 
vehicles, the more independently fed stator segments and inverters are necessary. 
• Long segments require high reactive power. In order to keep the reactive power 
low, shorter segments are preferred. Stator segments not carrying a vehicle will 
be switched off. 
For the individual control of vehicles there are mainly two alternatives to feed the 
segments: 
• A segment-switch-gear connects an inverter with a stator segment which is oc-
cupied by a vehicle. This is an attempt to reduce the number of inverters. The 
minimum number of inverters is twice the number of vehicles. But with such a 
low number of inverters, many restrictions concerning the independency of mo-
tion have to be accepted. Two inverters are necessary to feed one vehicle during 
the transition between two consecutive segments to achieve a smooth motion 
and force. In the worst case all vehicles may be in a transition state simultane-
ously. 
• Each segment will be fed by a dedicated inverter. Again, two inverters must feed 
one vehicle when it moves between two segments. 
Both alternatives to supply the track have advantages and drawbacks from the point 
of view of the control and communication effort, and this will be discussed in the next 
section. 
Figure 2.2 shows five segments of a long stator linear motor and two vehicles on it. 
The vehicle controller requires a high bandwidth communication channel with both in-
verters that feed the segment which is occupied by the same vehicle. In addition, the 
Active track divided in many sections
Stationary windings
Pasive vehicle
Moving magnets
 
Figure 2.2: Long stator linear motor with passive vehicles. 
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controller has to determine which segment to feed and command the segment-switch-
gear (if any). The position measurement is complex because the vehicle is completely 
passive, and -when using an optical position sensing system- only the scale can be 
mounted at the vehicle. For position acquisition, stationary sensor processing electronic 
is used, but depending on the length to be measured, this will become complex. A su-
perimposed controller is necessary to coordinate the motion in the entire system. 
Table I shows a comparison between active and passive vehicle topologies. The ap-
plication will determine which topology should be used. For high dynamics require-
ments, only passive vehicles are possible, independent of the drawbacks in communica-
tion and control effort. 
2.2.1. Segment-switch-gear (multiplexed inverters) 
Strategies for the control of segment-switch-gear were developed mainly for high 
speed maglev transportation systems. A well known maglev transportation system is the 
Transrapid, which has found it first application in Shanghai. The Transrapid is made up 
by two parallel long stator linear motors which uses an active track with segments from 
300m to 2080m long. The length of the segments depends of the thrust force demand in 
the respective position (acceleration, constant speed, uphill, downhill, etc). Three strate-
gies were developed to switch the inverters and the respective segments [1][2]: 
• Leap-frog strategy 
Table I: Active and passive vehicle topologies comparison. 
Active vehicle Passive vehicle  
Advantages Drawbacks Advantages Drawbacks 
Power supply 
9 One inverter per 
vehicle 
9 Simple position 
measurement 
9 Low cost track 
² Limited by con-
tact-less energy 
transmission 
² Heavy vehicles 
9 Light vehicles 
² At least 2 
inverter per 
vehicle 
² Expensive 
active track 
Control 
9 One controller 
per vehicle 
9 Easy position 
measurement 
² Low dynamic 
9 One controller 
per vehicle 
(depend on to-
pology) 
9 High dynamic 
² One controller 
per inverter 
(depend of to-
pology) 
² Complex posi-
tion measure-
ment 
Communication 9 Controller→ inverter: easy 
² Controller→Super-
imposed motion 
controller complex
 
² High band-
width demand 
in all levels 
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• Two step strategy 
• Three step strategy 
The requirements for industrial material handling are quite different, especially in 
acceleration and thrust force profile. One of the main demands is a smooth thrust force 
along the whole carriage way. Switching between segments must be done in such a way 
that it does not affect the dynamics. Therefore, before a vehicle enters into a new seg-
ment, the segment must be fed with the same current as the previous one. The force-
current-position dependence will determine the control strategy to be used to achieve a 
smooth motion. 
In the simple example of Figure 2.3 with 2 vehicles, 4 inverters and 8 segments, a lot 
of restrictions can be seen concerning the independent motion of the two vehicles. A 
higher degree of independency is achieved, if more segments, inverters and switches are 
added, but complexity and cost will grow tremendously. Mechanical switches have a 
limited life time and switching speed. The realization of electronic switches is a prob-
lem as well. It is questionable weather anti-parallel thyristors can withstand the high 
dv/dt generated by the IGBTs in the inverters. Alternatively the multiplexer may use 2 
IGBTs per phase. But this would end up with a much higher number of IGBTs than 
using dedicated inverters [1][29]. 
Inverter group
vehicle 1
Vehicle 1 Vehicle 2
Inverter group
vehicle 2
Active track separated
in 8 sections
 
Figure 2.3: Long stator linear motor: 2 vehicles, 8 segments, 2 inverters per vehicle. 
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From the control and information point of view, for multiplexed inverters the vehicle 
controller must command always the same two inverters and the segment-switch-gear. 
The major effort is made by the position measurement. 
2.2.2. Dedicated inverters 
Passive, lightweight vehicles, using an active track with one inverter per segment, are 
an interesting solution in applications where very high acceleration and dynamic are 
mandatory. To reduce reactive power and loses, only those segments, where a vehicle is 
located are energized, all other inverters are turned off. 
For small segments, the cost of the inverter can be drastically reduced using IPM’s 
(Intelligent Power Modules) and shunt resistance for the current measurement [30]. 
Figure 2.4 shows a system with 8 inverters, 8 segments and 2 vehicles. 
For dedicated inverters there are two alternatives for the physical distribution of the 
components. The inverters can be placed in a cabinet, together with all auxiliary equip-
ment. In this case, each inverter must be wired to the respective segment by a shielded 
motor cable. This results in an expensive wiring with some hundred meters of cable for 
a large system (more as 20 segments). The second alternative is to distribute the invert-
ers along the track [29]. Then, a DC-Link distribution along the segments is enough to 
feed the system. This reduces the wiring and cost, but other aspects like the control and 
especially communication structure must be considered. 
Table II shows a comparison between multiplexed and dedicated inverters to feed 
the segments of a linear motor for material handling. 
Vehicle 1 Vehicle 2Active track separatedin 8 sections
OnOff On Off Off On Off Off
Inverters  
Figure 2.4: Dedicated inverter topology: 8 inverters, 8 segments, 2 vehicles 
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2.3. Control and communication layer 
Typically, the number of vehicles may be in the range of 30% of the number of sta-
tor-segments. This is a motivation to assign one controller to one vehicle, in order to 
have the lowest number of controllers. Actually, field oriented control for 2 inverters 
and sensor-less positioning using HF-signal injection demands a high computing power. 
Therefore, the cost for a controller can be higher than a IPM-based inverter. 
We have to distinguish between two aspects: One controller for each vehicle and al-
ternatively one controller for each stator segment. The first alternative will be discussed 
in section “Centralized vehicle controller” and the second one in section “Distributed 
vehicle controller”  
2.3.1. Centralized vehicle controller 
In this alternative, each vehicle is assigned to one controller, i.e. a vehicle controller. 
From the control point of view, the vehicle controller must receive the feedback infor-
mation for the current control loop from the inverter which is feeding the vehicle, exe-
cute the control algorithm, and send the modulation information back to that inverter. 
To reach the dynamic quality of a servo-drive, the sampling time for the control loop 
should be smaller than 125µs [14]. In case that the data exchange takes 10% of the con-
trol cycle time, then it is possible to handle up to 10 vehicle controllers using the same 
physical communication bus. A reduction of the time necessary for data exchange im-
plies an increased bandwidth of the communication channel. The bandwidth will limit 
the maximum number of vehicle controllers that can be handled. 
Table II: Multiplexed and dedicated inverters, Advantages and drawbacks. 
 Multiplexed inverters Dedicated inverters 
Advantages 9 Two inverters per vehicle 
² High freedom of mobility 
² High acceleration and dynamic 
² Good for high density of vehi-
cles 
Drawbacks 
9 Expensive electronic segment-switch-gear 
9 Dynamic limited by the segment-switch-gear 
9 Low density of vehicles possible 
9 Limited lifetime with mechanical switches 
9 Electronic switches need more power semicon-
ductors than Dedicated Inverters 
² High number of inverters neces-
sary 
² Complex communication and 
control structure 
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A communication system with multiple star topologies, i.e. a physical connection be-
tween the vehicle controller and each inverter is not applicable because then the invert-
ers must have as many communication interfaces as vehicles in the system, and the ve-
hicle controller as many interfaces as inverters. 
Figure 2.5 shows a system for 2 vehicles, 8 segments and 8 inverters. The “vehicle 
coordination” block receives the position of both vehicles and generates the desired po-
sition reference values. Then the “vehicle controller” executes all control algorithms. 
Physically, the “vehicle controllers” shown in Figure 2.5 are realized in one PC or sev-
eral PCs, which are equipped with an FPGA-based Vehicle Controller Interface (VCI) 
board serving for time critical communication between vehicle controllers and inverters 
via the Inverter Bus [31]. 
2.3.1.1. Inverter-Bus 
The topology with one controller per vehicle demands a high bandwidth communica-
tion system. A special Inverter Bus was developed to fulfill the demand for up to 10 
vehicles with a cycle time of 100µs, operating on a carriageway consisting of up to 32 
members (inverters + vehicle controllers). The Inverter Bus is an extension of a master-
Vehicle 1 Vehicle 2Active track separatedin 8 sections
Inverters-bus
Vehicle
controller 1
Vehicle
controller 2
Vehicles
coordination
Position
sensor
ta tb tcia ib ic x
x*
x
 
Figure 2.5: Structure with one controller per vehicle. Communication structure between in-
verters and vehicle controller redefined as “Inverter-Bus”. 
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slave system, as there are two levels of masters. There is one bus master, which calls 
sequentially the vehicle controllers. Then, the called vehicle controller acquires master 
functionality and starts to communicate with (one or two) inverters where the vehicle 
presently is traveling. The sequential logic (state machine) of the Inverter-Bus protocol 
is implemented in firmware in a FPGA located at a Vehicle Controller Interface (VCI) 
board inserted in a PC. Due to the high capacity of a FPGA, the VCI allows to imple-
ment more than one vehicle controller. The Bus Master is also implemented in one of 
the VCIs. The VCI-board is attached to the internal PCI bus of the PC. 
The inverters consist of the power-section (IGBTs, drivers etc) and a CPLD-based 
Inverter Interface board handling the bus-protocol. Physically, the Inverter Bus is a 16 
bit parallel bus (flat ribbon cable) based on RS 485 electrical specification. 
Figure 2.6 shows the overall timing of the Inverter-Bus [31]. The basic cycle time is 
set to 100 μs. This corresponds to a 10 kHz control frequency for each vehicle controller 
and a 5 kHz switching frequency for each active inverter. 
In Figure 2.6, at t = 0 μs, the Inverter-Bus Master issues a call for the Vehicle Con-
troller “0”. Prior to this event, the Vehicle Controller “0” must have written the follow-
ing information into local registers: 
• The address of the inverter, which presently supplies the vehicle “0”. In the ex-
ample of Figure 2.6, this is the inverter #24. 
• The time when switching in the three inverter phases will take place (3∗12bit). 
This time is measured from the instant when all three phases completely re-
ceived their timing information. 
• Next (commanded) “Switching State” of each inverter phase. 
As the Bus Master transmits a clock signal across the bus, all VCIs and all Inverter 
Interfaces operate synchronously to this clock. When a VCI sees its own address on the 
bus, it issues immediately (clock synchronously) the address of the inverter, which sup-
plies the vehicle. Without any gap in between, the address is followed by the “Switch-
ing State” and the timing information for the next switching event is coded in 12 bits. 
When an Inverter Interface sees its own address on the bus, it starts the A/D-
conversion for the 3 stator currents and stores internally the received timing and switch-
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ing state for the next switching phase. When the reception of this information is com-
pleted without any gap, the Inverter Interface starts the transmission of the actual cur-
rents (3*12bit). This is completed at t = 5 μs in Figure 2.6. When the time window for 
the VCI “0” ends (after 10μs), the control task for vehicle “0” starts in the vehicle con-
troller. 
The sequential logic of the Inverter Interface is implemented in a CPLD. In the 
CPLD, timers and comparators are implemented. With these functions, the pulse pattern 
of a Space Vector Modulator is generated and fed to the IGBT-drivers directly. Addi-
tional protections like over current and over temperature protections are included too. 
In the example of Figure 2.6, there is no bus activity between t = 5 μs and t = 10 μs. 
At t = 10 μs the procedure which was described for vehicle “0” is started for vehicle 
“1”. But now, it is assumed that vehicle “1” is actually located between stator “1” and 
0
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Figure 2.6: Overall timing of the inverter-bus 
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“2”. In this situation the Vehicle Controller 1 has to control inverter 1 as well as inverter 
2 simultaneously is such a way, that the commanded force is generated by both stators 
together. This is a challenging control task, as the force of each stator heavily depends 
on the position of the vehicle. In the time between t = 15 μs and t = 20 μs, the informa-
tion on switching instants and actual current is exchanged between VCI “1” and Inverter 
Interface 2 and no idle bus time is left. 
If there are less than 10 vehicles, idle time is allocated for the non-existing VCIs, but 
the timing for the controllers in operation remains unchanged. The Inverter Bus protocol 
is implemented on a RS-485 based 16-bit parallel bus. A standard, unshielded ribbon 
cable is used to link all components [31]. 
The Bus Master always drives four control signals, CLK (clock), ADDR (ad-
dress/data), WR (write) and RD (read) as shown in Figure 2.7. All members connected 
to the Bus are synchronized to these signals. Each VCI needs one CLK cycle to write 
the inverter address and the switching state on the bus, three CLK cycles to write the 
switching time information of each phase and three CLK cycles to read the actual cur-
rents. A total of 2x7 CLK cycles are necessary to control two inverters. Additionally, 
the bus master needs one CLK cycle at the beginning in order to call the vehicle con-
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Figure 2.7: Inverter-Bus protocol. VCI: Vehicle controller interface. BM: Bus master. I.I.: In-
verter interface 
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troller. To serve 10 vehicle controllers in 100 µs, a total of 15 CLK cycles in 10 µs are 
necessary, i.e. a CLK frequency of 1,5 MHz. Figure 2.7 shows the timing for the 16-bit 
signals in a time slot of 10 µs. 
The RS-485 Standard specifies electrical properties of the differential signals used by 
bus- transmitters and receivers. Up to 32 members can be connected to a RS-485 bus 
(unit load, 12 kΩ), but there are transceivers with 1/2, 1/4 and up to 1/8 unit load allow-
ing to connect up to 256 members [32]. 
2.3.2. Distributed vehicle controller 
The bandwidth of the inverter-bus will be always a limiting factor to scale the system 
to an arbitrarily large, even if future busses with higher bandwidth will be available. 
The bottleneck of an inverter-bus that has to enable communication between each con-
troller and each inverter within a time slot of 100 µs, can be overcome with the alterna-
tive of a totally distributed system for control and power-processing. Figure 2.8 shows a 
system with 2 vehicles, 8 segments and 8 inverters, where one controller is assigned to 
each inverter and the actual and reference position is transmitted via a real-time 
Ethernet. Additional high speed point-to-point communication (not shown in Figure 
2.8) between two neighboring controllers is necessary in the time interval when a vehi-
cle passes from one stator segment to the next one [29]. But this topology is not part of 
this dissertation. 
Table III resume the main advantages and draw backs of centralized and distributed 
controllers. 
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Figure 2.8: Distributed communication and control system. 
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Table III: Comparison of centralized and distributed controllers. 
 Centralized vehicle controller Distributed vehicle controller 
Advantages 9 Only one controller per vehicle 9 Applicable for large systems 
Drawbacks ² Limited number of vehicles ² High bandwidth necessary ² High number of controllers necessary
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3. Experimental set-up 
3.1. Motor 
In laboratory, a simplified set-up is used compared to the one proposed in section 
1.2.2. The shortest carriageway forming a closed path is a circle. The experimental set-
up for this Dissertation includes a double-sided circular stator permanent magnet linear 
motor with one vehicle, as shown in Figure 3.1. The experimental machine was a dona-
tion from industry, and it does not fulfill all the requirements of a practical application, 
but it is a highly welcomed donation suitable to study many control problems. The 
length of the carriageway is 3.12 meters approximately. The circular stator is divided in 
8 double-sided segments, each one covering 45° of the annulus. In the center of the lin-
ear circular machine, there is a high torque load machine with an encoder at the shaft, 
which is used as position feedback for the control loop. The load machine can add some 
load force disturbance to the vehicle in order to develop and test controllers with high 
dynamic load stiffness. 
Figure 3.2a shows the segmental lamination of three poles forming a polygon. Due to 
this special arrangement of the poles along the approximated arc, every third tooth must 
be “V-shaped”. This special geometry introduces some additional harmonics in the air 
 
Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up motor (a) and its segmentation (b). 
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gap field, i.e. in the induced voltage (EMF) of the machine. 
The magnet carrier in Figure 3.2b has a straight alignment of the magnets. It causes a 
considerably high cogging force. 
The stator segments of the experimental machine are provided with distributed three 
phase windings, although other winding systems like tooth-windings may be more in-
teresting for a real application. Each 45° segment has 13 poles and the vehicle has 3 
poles (3 magnets) at each side. Figure 3.3 shows the partial winding scheme for two 
consecutive stator segments, taking only the last four poles of one segment and the first 
four poles of the next segment into account. Due to the odd number of poles of one sta-
tor segment, the electrical angle between two consecutive stator segments must be 
shifted by 180°. The windings are arranged in 2 layers, spaced by 3 teeth (each 3 slots) 
 
Figure 3.2: Segmented long stator linear motor. a) Segmental lamination of the stator, b) magnet 
carrier 
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Figure 3.3: Partial winding scheme for two consecutive segments of the double sided linear 
motor and its magnet carrier. 
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per phase. At the end of a segment, only one layer is covered, producing a magneto mo-
tive force (MMF) weakening (Figure 3.4). 
The winding alignment between the two sides of the double sided stator is made in 
such a way that the flux linkage is complemented in the same phase (Figure 3.3). Due to 
the alignment of the winding, the flux lines produced by the magnets and currents go 
from one side of the stator to the other side, through the vehicle’s magnet carrier, and 
are closed through the neighbor pole or through the circular yoke of the machine. This 
allows to connect the windings of both sides of one segment in parallel and fed them 
from one inverter. Compared with series connection, the parallel connection between 
the front and the rear side reduces the induced voltage at the terminals, allowing a 
higher speed for a given inverter voltage. As drawback, the inverter must supply the 
sum of the currents from each side. Mechanical asymmetries (e.g. phase shift between 
front and rear side) can produce differences in the induced voltages for a phase among 
front and rear side. Then, through the parallel connection, undesired circulating currents 
between the sides can flow. 
On the other hand, the serial connection between the front and the rear sides would 
duplicate the induced voltage for a given speed, but reduce the current demand from the 
inverter. Mechanical asymmetries would not produce current fluctuations among the 
sides, but introduce additional harmonics in the induced voltage. 
The rated values and construction information of the machine are shown in Table 
IV. 
The magnet carrier of the machine covers only 23% of the total segment (3 out of 13 
poles). This produces a small EMF-to-speed ratio of only 7 Vs/m. The maximal speed 
A- C+ B- A+ C- B+ A- C+ B- A+ C- B+ A+ C- B+ A- C+ B- A+ C- B+ A- C+ B-
Front stator
Even stator segmentEven stator segment
MMF A
MMF B
MMF C
MMF weakening  
Figure 3.4: Magneto Motive Force (MMF) distribution in the region between two segments. 
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of the Machine is not specified, but we limited it to 6,24 m/s (two turns of the annulus 
per second) due to mechanical restrictions. 
3.2. Power supply 
In the experimental set-up, the front and rear sides of the segments are connected in 
parallel. The parallel connection demands twice the current of Table IV, i.e. a maxi-
mum peak current of 104 A. Additionally, in order to reduce the necessary number of 
inverters, two segments displaced 180° in the annulus are connected in series (for the 
set-up only). 
For the topology, with one controller per vehicle, described in section 2.3.1, the 
power supply system demands inverters (4 in this case) with access to the control sig-
nals of the IGBTs. This characteristic allows to build a dedicated electronic board, 
called “Inverter Interface”, to implement the modulator, current measurement, “In-
verter-Bus” and protections. The Inverter-Bus is a dedicated high speed communication 
channel between the inverters and the vehicle controller and was described in section 
2.3.1.1. Figure 3.5 shows the converters used for the experimental set-up and the motor 
connections. 
Table IV: Motor parameters for a side segment. 
Nominal current 
(one side) IN = 26,22 A Slots per segment 39 
Peak current 
(one side) IMAX = 52 A  
Winding arrange-
ment distributed 
Thrust force 
(one side) FN = 300 N Winding type 2 layers 
Maximal thrust 
Force (one side) FMAX = 550 N 
Number of coils 
(per phase) 12 
Stator resistance 
(one side) R = 0,95 Ω 
Number of turns 
per coil 20 
Stator inductance 
(one side) L = 6,25 mH Pole pitch 0.03m 
Mover Mass M = 12.5 Kg Tooth pitch 0.01m 
Segments 8 Poles of the mag-net carrier 3 
Poles per segment 13 Magnet material N42 (NdFeB) 1,3T 
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The converter Siemens Simodrive 611 fulfills the above mentioned characteristics. 
The Simodrive 611 offers inverter power modules from 8 A to 400 A. For the set-up, 
four inverter modules of 80 A are mounted together to feed the linear motor. An addi-
tional inverter module of 25 A is used to feed the load machine. The inverter modules 
are fed through an Active Front End by a common DC-Link of 600 V [33]. 
3.3. Inverter interface 
There is no commercial equipment to fulfill the flexibility required for the control of 
the linear drive proposed in chapter 2. Dedicated electronic must be designed and real-
ized in order to achieve a desired thrust force profile overall the carriage way. The de-
velopment and construction of hardware is a challenging work, specially where high 
frequency digital signals must coexist with analog signals at the same PCB, located 
close to fast switching power IGBTs. 
The inverter interface must perform 4 main tasks, summarized as follows: 
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Figure 3.5: Simodrive 611 converter together with the Inverter Interface 
electronic developed in this work for the experimental set-up, and the 
motor segment connections. 
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• Communication for data transport from and to the vehicle controller under the 
protocol described in section 2.3.1.1. 
• Acquisition of the phase currents ia, ib and ic. 
• Gate signals generation 
• Over current and over temperature protection. 
To perform the above mentioned tasks, the Inverter Interface board was designed 
with a power full CPLD EPM9320 from Altera. When the CPLD decodes its own ad-
dress from the Inverter Bus, the communication process starts. At first, the CPLD cap-
tures the next switching state for the IGBT’s and switching times for each phase from 
the Inverter Bus. In between the CPLD starts the A/D converters. After the CPLD has 
received the switching times, the transceivers of the Inverter Interface take over the con-
trol of the bus, i.e. the Inverter Interface acts as Bus-Master for a short time slot. In this 
time slot, the A/D converters of the Inverter Interface board write sequentially the actual 
currents onto the Inverter Bus. Figure 3.6 shows the block diagram of the Inverter Inter-
face board. The CPLD uses a 40 MHz clock which allows to count 4000 increments in 
100 µs. In this way, the time resolution provided by 12 bit data (212 = 4096) are well 
utilized. 
The currents ia, ib and ic are measured by the transducers LAH 25-P from LEM. The 
acquisition is done by the 12 bit A/D converters LTC1410 from Linear Technology. 
The A/D conversion must be ready before the CPLD starts transmitting the data to the 
vehicle controller. The LTC1410 has a conversion time of 800 ns. This allows the 
CPLD, to start the A/D converter 1,5 Bus-clocks before beginning the transmission. The 
modulator is synchronized with the current acquisition in such a way that there is prac-
tically no delay between the middle of the zero vector and the sampling of the actual 
phase currents. 
In case that the VCI does not need to address a Inverter Interface, the CPLD is ex-
cluded from the communication and automatically disables the gate signals. Additional 
safety tasks are included too. The over current protection is based on comparators. Their 
binary output is passed through to the CPLD. The over temperature signal is available 
from the inverter. 
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the Inverter Interface board. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Inverter Interface board implemented in a four layer PCB. 
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The Inverter Interface board is mounted inside of the inverter Simodrive 611. Addi-
tionally, at the PCB analog and digital signals must coexist without interference. A four 
layer PCB design is necessary to fulfill the EMC-requirements. Figure 3.7 shows the 
Inverter Interface board used in the experimental setup. 
3.4. Position Detection 
For a real application, stations where materials are processed will be located at 
straight segments of the carriageway. To achieve a high positioning accuracy (few μm), 
linear measuring systems will be used within the processing stations. For motion outside 
processing stations, less accuracy may be sufficient and sensor-less motion control 
methods will be preferred in order to save sensor costs. 
In the experimental set-up an incremental encoder, attached to the load machine for 
position detection of the vehicle, is used. The incremental encoder generates 2048 peri-
ods of sine and cosine signals per turn, and also one reference pulse per turn. Using only 
the zero-crossings of the encoder’s signals, a resolution of 400µm in the vehicle posi-
tioning is possible. Interpolation based on the arc-tangent evaluation of the sine/ cosine- 
signals with 12-bit AD-converters can increase the resolution up to 4µm. But there is a 
lot of elasticity and backlash between the rotary encoder of the load machine and the 
vehicle, which strongly reduces the quality of the position and speed measurement. 
A separate board connected to the ISA bus in the PC is used to evaluate the sine and 
cosine signals. The evaluation of the position is triggered by the control interrupt. 
3.5. Vehicle controller interface 
At the beginning of the work, the vehicle controller interface (VCI) was developed 
and realized to be attached to the ISA-Bus [31] of the PC. Due to the following reasons 
the decision for a redesign of the VCI-board was taken: 
• The ISA-Bus is slow and represents an old bus system, which is supported less 
and less. Many new PC-motherboards don’t have any ISA-slots. 
• Practical experiences showed that the PC-potential (PC’s signal ground) should 
be separated from the inverter and sensors potential at least if the system is 
spread out for several meters in an environment, where fast switching inverters 
are located. 
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Therefore, a new VCI-board, PCI based, was developed [62]. Since the PCI-Bus is 
essentially more complex than the old ISA-Bus, the CPLD has to be changed to a 
FPGA. Part of the firmware in the FPGA is “intellectual property” of Altera which 
helps to implement the PCI-Bus protocol. This firmware realizes a bridge within the 
FPGA between the external PCI-bus and another bus internally in the FPGA, at which 
the user can add its particular firmware components. In the case of the VCI, this user-
firmware is the Inverter Bus protocol. 
Figure 3.8 shows a block diagram of the developed VCI-board. The isolation be-
tween the Inverter Bus signals and the FPGA is done by optocouplers. The firmware of 
the FPGA for the bus-master and vehicle controller #0 is made up four parts: 
• Bus-master module, which generates the control signals. 
• State machine for the communication protocol. 
• PCI protocol, that control the transfer between the PC and the VCI-board. 
• PCI local side, interface to the specific control of read and write and interrupt 
management. 
Due to the high logic capacity of the FPGA, more than one vehicle controller can be 
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Figure 3.8: Block diagram of the PCI board. 
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implemented into one VCI-board. Figure 3.9 shows the developed VCI-board. 
3.6. Vehicle controller and Real-time control 
The Bus Master will synchronize the communication between the vehicle controllers 
and the inverters, and also will trigger the control task in the PC. After the vehicle con-
troller interface (VCI) has received the actual currents from the Inverter Bus, it triggers 
an interrupt to the vehicle controller (PC). Then, the PC starts to read the actual currents 
from the VCI local registers and executes the control task. At the end of this task, the 
vehicle controller writes back the switching time information to the VCI for the next 
PWM cycle. 
The PC must respond to the interrupt and execute the control task in less than 100µs. 
To fulfill this demand, the PC must work under a real-time operating system. For the 
experimental set-up the operating system Linux RTAI (Real Time Application Inter-
face) is used [34]. RTAI was originally founded by Prof. Paolo Mantegazza from Dipar-
timento di Ingegneria Aerospaziale, Politecnico di Milano, but today offers many vari-
ants and is a result of a community effort. RTAI is mainly a kernel patch that adds a 
real-time-kernel between the hardware and the Linux kernel. Then, the real-time-kernel 
takes the control over all interrupts (hard- and soft).  In this way RTAI can transparently 
process interrupts while leaving all the other, non real-time process to Linux. The archi-
tecture of the real-time operating system Linux RTAI is shown in Figure 3.10 [34]. 
 
Figure 3.9: Developed VCI-board. 
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At the hardware level of Figure 3.10 the VCI board and the encoder evaluation board 
are found. The real-time kernel (kernel space) is responsible to schedule the control task 
with the highest priority, triggered by the VCI board. In kernel space the control task 
(real-time tasks) and the data logging for debug takes place. The data logging allows to 
analyze the control behavior and debug the algorithms. The control algorithms will be 
studied in detail in the next chapter. To access the logged data, RTAI offers FIFOs as 
interface to the user space. Linux offers a wide branch of tools for the user space like: 
network support, development tools, graphic user interface (GUI) tools and so on. For 
the experimental set-up, a basic GUI was developed. 
The complete set-up structure is shown in Figure 3.11. This set-up is the base for all 
the experimental verifications for the proposed topology of passive multi-vehicle seg-
mented long stator linear drives. 
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Figure 3.10: Architecture for Linux RTAI. 
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Figure 3.11: Complete structure of the experimental set-up. Motor – power supply system – 
controller (PC Linux RTAI) 
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4. Model of the machine 
4.1. Electric model 
The electric model of a Linear Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (LPMSM) is 
similar to the rotative motor. The main difference is produced by an added phenomena, 
the longitudinal end effect [12][21]. Longitudinal end effect is classified as static or 
dynamic. The static effect consists of unbalanced stator three phase currents due to non 
symmetrical placement of phases with respect to stator core longitudinal ends. The dy-
namic effect is related to Linear Induction motors in motion as new portions of the 
mover (vehicle) enter the stator magnetic field zone. With Gauss flux law, it is observed 
that additional currents are induced in the mover by the so-called entry and exit end 
effect field [12]. But, the dynamic longitudinal end effect is negligible in LPMSM’s. 
In the literature, the model of the Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM) 
(similar to the LPMSM model) is mostly simplified [14][21][43], where the flux in the 
air gap is mainly produced by the magnet and the stator currents. The joke induced cur-
rent and its effect are neglected. Harmonics in the flux linkage are produced by the sta-
tor slots, static longitudinal end effect, iron saturation and asymmetries in the winding 
construction. For these reasons, the linked fluxes Ψa(ia,ib,ic,x), Ψb(ia,ib,ic,x) and 
Ψc(ia,ib,ic,x) are functions dependent of the currents ia, ib, ic and the position x. The volt-
age equation for the LPMSM in stationary stator abc-coordinate system is: 
abc
abc abc
du i
dt
Ψ
= ⋅ +abcR
???  
with 
a
abc b
c
u
u u
u
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥
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c
R
R
R
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥
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a
abc b
c
i
i i
i
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥
= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
?
, 
a
abc b
c
Ψ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥Ψ = Ψ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥Ψ⎣ ⎦
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(1)
The star connection with isolated neutral point allows to eliminate the zero sequence 
current i0. Additional disturbances, like high frequency common mode currents due to 
capacitive coupling between the stator windings and the stator iron, are neglected. This 
allows to apply the linear transformation (2) [14][35][36] and rewrite (1) in stationary, 
two-phase stator α-β coordinate system (3). 
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(2)
Normally, the stator winding of the machine has the same numbers of turns for each 
phase, i.e. the total resistance for each phase is the same (Ra=Rb=Rc=R). This reduces 
Rαβ to a diagonal matrix. 
( , )d i x
u i
dt
αβ αβ
αβ αβ→ →
Ψ
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +abc αβ abc αβ abc
αβ
T R T
R
? ???
?????????  
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The magnetic axis of a LPMSM is fixed at the Secondary (mover) of the machine. 
The introduction of the mover-fixed d-q coordinate system (4) [14][35][36] allows to 
align the flux of the magnets along the d axis (field orientation), which simplifies the 
analysis. 
( ) ( )
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with m
p
xπβ
τ
= ⋅ , and τp the pole pitch of the motor 
(4)
Applying the transformation (4), the voltage equation of the machine (3) is rewritten 
in mover d-q coordinate system as in (5). The detailed mathematical steps are described 
in the appendix A.1. 
0 1
1 0
Ψ −⎡ ⎤
= ⋅ + + ⋅ ⋅Ψ ⋅⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦dqR
? ??? dq
dq dq dq
p
d dxu i
dt dt
π
τ
 (5)
The linked flux vector Ψ
?
dq  is a function that depends on the current dqi
?
 and position 
x. Then, the derivative dqd dtΨ
?
 can be rewritten as in (6) [8][36]. 
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Introducing (6) in (5), the voltage equation of the motor is rewritten as in (7).  
dq dq q
dq dq
dp
di dxu i
dt x dt
EMF
π
τ
⎛ ⎞∂Ψ −Ψ⎡ ⎤
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???????????
 
(7)
From equation (7) is possible to identify different types of voltage drop. It presents a 
resistive voltage drop dqi⋅dqR
?
, an inductive voltage drop dqdi dt⋅
diff
dqL
?
 and a rotational 
back EMF. The flux-position dependence e.g. for non sinusoidal field distribution along 
the air gap, introduces an additional term in the back EMF ( dq x dx dt∂Ψ ∂ ⋅
?
), which 
generates an additional pulsating component on the force [10]. 
Coming back to the α-β coordinate system, the flux linkage αβΨ
?
 depends on the cur-
rents iα, iβ, and the position x (8) [35][36]. 
( , ) ( ) PMPM
PM
L L i
i x i x
L L i
αα αβ α α
αβ αβ αβ αβ
βα ββ β β
Ψ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
Ψ = ⋅ + Ψ = ⋅ +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Ψ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦αβ
L
? ?? ?
 (8)
In (8), the inductance matrix Lαβ depends on the iron saturation and is a function of 
the current and the position. The flux linkage ( )PM xαβΨ
?
 represents the flux produced by 
the magnets. Applying the transformation (4) in (8), we get (9).  
( )dq dq dqPMi xΨ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Ψ
-1
αβ-dq αβ αβ-dq
dq
T L T
L
? ??
???????  (9)
In (7) it is necessary to calculate the differential inductance diffdqL  and the variation of 
the flux with respect to the position dq x∂Ψ ∂
?
. In the ideal case, dq x∂Ψ ∂
?
 would be 
zero. From (9) we obtain (10) and (11) (appendix A.2). 
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dq dqPM
dqix x x
∂Ψ ∂ ∂Ψ
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dqL
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For a sinusoidal magnetic field distribution, the linked fluxes Ψd(id,iq,x) and 
Ψq(id,iq,x) are constant for a given current and for all positions. In a real machine, har-
monics appear in the air gap which depend on many factors, like the shape of the mag-
nets, open or semi closed slots, end effect, etc [4][5][21]. 
To corroborate the above mentioned, the back EMF of the linear motor presented in 
chapter 3 is measured. The linear motor is moved at constant speed by the load ma-
chine. Then, the phase voltages (star point available) are sampled together with the posi-
tion by the control PC. Figure 4.1a shows the normalized back EMF of the motor ea/v, 
eb/v and ec/v. In Figure 4.1b are the normalized induced voltages ed/v and eq/v, where ed 
and eq are the transformed voltages with (2) and (4) into d-q coordinate system, and 
v=dx/dt is the speed. The electric angle βm for the transformation (4) is obtained from 
synchronous sampling of the position and ea (appendix A.3). Equations (12) and (13) 
show the relation between the fluxes and the induced voltages. 
qd d
p
e
v x
π
τ
⋅Ψ∂Ψ
= −
∂
 (12)
q q d
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e
v x
π
τ
∂Ψ
⋅Ψ
= +
∂
 (13)
The induced voltages of the setup machine are far away from a pure sinusoidal, and 
presents an important component of the 5th and 7th harmonics (Figure 4.1a). 
The thrust force ripple of a LPMSM is mainly produced by two components. The 
first one is cogging force, which is generated by the interaction of the secondary 
(mover) magnetic flux and angular variations in the stator magnetic reluctance. By defi-
nition, no stator excitation is involved in cogging [44]. Teeth design and magnet ar-
rangement can be optimized to reduce this effect [5][19]. This force is only dependent 
on the position and can be estimated using analytic calculations (i.e. magnetic equiva-
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lent circuits) or Finite Element methods. The second force ripple component is gener-
ated by the interaction of stator current magneto-motive forces (mmf’s) and the angular 
variation in the rotor magnetic reluctance. Surface-magnet LPMSM machines generate 
almost no reluctance force [44]. 
The electromagnetic force can be controlled with the stator currents. The instantane-
ous electrical input power is given by: 
3
2
T T
el a a b b c c abc abc dq dqP i u i u i u i u i u= + + = ⋅ = ⋅
? ?? ?  (14)
By substituting (7) into (14) we get (15):  
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In equation (15), the input power is split into Pc ohmic power losses, Pm which is 
used to store Energy in the magnetic field, and Pmech which is the transferred mechanical 
power. The mechanical power for a linear motion is described by (16). Then it’s possi-
ble to identify the electromagnetic force produced by a LPMSM (17). 
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dxP F
dt
= ⋅  (16)
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Figure 4.1: Normalized back EMF of the setup motor 
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Introducing (11) in (17), the force equation (18) is obtained. 
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(18)
From (18) is possible to identify two types of forces, the reluctance force FRel and the 
mutual force FM. The reluctance force FRel results from the interaction of the current 
MMF with the position variation in the secondary magnetic reluctance. Surface-magnet 
PMSM generate almost no reluctance force. The mutual force FM results from the inter-
action of the current MMF with the secondary magnet flux distribution. This is the main 
force production in PMSM’s.  The mutual force FM can also introduce force ripple 
[18][44]. The cogging force, which is independent on currents, is not represented in 
(18). Also, the reduction of MMF when the mover travels between two segments caus-
ing a weakening of force is not represented in (18). 
Figure 4.2 shows the block diagram of a LPMSM according to (7). Inputs are the 
voltages dqu
? , the position x and the speed v, and outputs the stator current dqi
?
 and the 
stator flux dqΨ
?
. 
4.2. Finite Element Model 
The Finite element method (FEM) is a mathematic tool to solve differential equa-
tions approximately. The method divides a (n-dimensional) surface in several elements 
and solves the differential equations on it. The border results of one element are used as 
initial conditions for the next element and so on. The definition of the boundary condi-
tions are essential for convergence and to solve the problem. Smaller elements (finer 
grid) increases the accuracy but also the calculation effort. This method is very useful to 
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solve electromagnetic problems. The Maxwell equations find here a way to be solved 
on surfaces where different materials and excitations conditions can coexist. The 
boundary condition between two different materials, where the magnetic permeability 
changes, requires typically a high number of elements (fine grid) to reduce the error. 
From this, it is clear that the meshing of a surface is decisive for the quality of the re-
sults and the calculation time [38][45][46]. 
The non linear parameters of (7) can be obtained experimentally [11][37] or through 
a FEM of the machine. Sometimes it is difficult and expensive to do the necessary 
measurements. In some cases Finite Element calculations is a reasonable alternative. To 
achieve a good approximation of the non linear parameters, the geometry and also the 
material properties of the machine must be well known. A 2D model simplifies the 
problem and reduces considerably the calculation time, but the influence of the over-
hang and the “V” shape teeth (only for the special geometry of the motor of the setup) 
in the stack (Figure 4.3), is not considered. If eddy currents can be considered to be 
small due to the lamination, then 2D magneto static FE calculations can be used. 
The mesh of the model and the material information determine the accuracy off the 
results. Therefore, it is important to understand how the software, which will be used, 
works. There are software programs that use adaptive meshing, which refine the mesh 
in areas, where the error between iterations exceed a predefined value (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the LPMSM considering magnetic saturation and 
harmonics in the air gap magnetic field.  
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Normally those areas are between two different materials or where, there are a large 
changes in the variables (Flux density, Field strength, etc). 
Maxwell 2D from Ansoft was used in this work [48]. In spite of its huge materials li-
brary, it is necessary to add the properties of the steel sheets (B-H characteristic) of the 
stator and the properties of the magnets of the machine. The stator stack of the motor is 
 
Figure 4.3: Outline of one segment and its stack. Each third tooth is “V-shaped” to approximate 
an arc. 
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Figure 4.4: Mesh and Flux tubes of a segment without stator currents. The border conditions are 
according to an equivalent reluctance of the complete annulus 
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made from non oriented steel sheets, material type M470-50A with a thickness of 
0,5 mm. The magnets are made up of Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) N42, 1,33 T. 
4.2.1. Linked flux 
The 2-D magneto-static field simulator computes static magnetic field arising from 
DC currents and other sources like permanent magnets and external magnetic fields. 
Magnetic fields in both linear and nonlinear materials can be simulated. The simulator 
solves (19) for the magnetic vector potential, ( )( , ) 0,0, ( , )zA x y A x y=? . Equation (19) is 
derived from the Ampere’s law (appendix A.7). 
( )
0
1( , ) ( , )
r
J x y A x y
µ µ
⎛ ⎞
= ∇× ∇×⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
??
 (19)
In (19) J
?
 is the DC current density field flowing perpendicular to the x-y plane, 
( , )A x y
?
 is the magnetic vector potential, µr is the relative permeability of each material 
and µ0 the permeability of vacuum. In general, both J
?
 and A
?
 are vectors. However, J
?
 
is assumed to only have a z-component. A consequence of this is that A
?
 only has a z-
component as well (appendix A.7) [48]. 
After Az(x,y) is computed, the magnetic flux density B
?
 and the magnetic field H
?
 can 
be computed using (20) and (21). 
B A= ∇×
??
 (20)
0r
BH
µ µ
=
??
 (21)
The flux linkage Ψ for a winding is obtained from (22) and (23), where s is the area 
inside of the winding, φ is the flux and N is the number of turns. 
B dsφ = ⋅∫ ??  (22)
N φΨ = ⋅  (23)
In the motor of the set-up, the winding alignment between the double sided stator is 
made in the way that the flux linkage is complemented in the same phase and the phases 
are aligned (Figure 4.5). This allows connecting the windings of both sides of one seg-
ment electrically in parallel and fed them from one inverter. Due to this alignment of the 
winding, the flux tubes go from one side of the stator to the other side through the vehi-
cle’s magnet carrier (Figure 4.4), and close through the neighbor pole or through the 
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circular yoke of the machine. Due to the odd number of magnet poles at one side, the 
flux of one magnet will close through the large gap all around the annulus. But the field 
calculation can not be extended all over the annulus (length 3,1 m) due to computation 
complexity and time. Therefore, the inactive segments are simplified to an equivalent 
reluctance [49]. 
The simulation for the motor of the setup was done for a total of 7 pole pitches. Five 
poles are for positions when the magnet carrier travels between two consecutive seg-
ments. The other two poles are for positions when the magnet carrier is inside of a seg-
ment. At each pole, 50 different positions are calculated (i.e. 3,6°elec.), and for each 
position a total of 21 different currents iq are used, covering the whole operation range. 
The current id is kept zero to reduce the number of static calculations. For each of these 
id-iq values, the set of 3 stator currents ia, ib and ic are calculated. A total of 
21*50*7=7350 static 2D FEM calculations are necessary. The computing time of those 
simulations can take more than one week on a PC, depending of the computing power 
and the mesh. 
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Figure 4.5: Windings distribution and connection for a double side segment 
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The FEM calculations delivers the linked 
fluxes and the inductances in three phase abc 
coordinate system as functions of the current 
id=0, iq and the position x. All the calculations 
are transformed using (2) and (4) in d-q mover 
fixed coordinate system. 
The periodicity property of the linked flux 
versus position allows to extrapolate it for the 
entire segment. At the position x = 0, the mag-
net carrier is completely outside of the segment, located one pole pitch (30 mm) in front 
of it (Figure 4.6). the extrapolation is extended to one pole pitch after the magnet carrier 
leaves the segment, at position x = 540 mm. 
Figure 4.7 shows the fluxes ΨdFEM and ΨqFEM as function of the currents id = 0, iq and 
the position x. Figure 4.7a shows the linked flux ΨdFEM(id = 0,iq,x). Figure 4.7b shows 
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Figure 4.6: Position reference for a seg-
ment respect to the magnet carrier. 
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Figure 4.7: Fluxes ΨdFEM(id = 0,iq,x) and ΨqFEM(id = 0,iq,x) obtained with Maxwell 
2D for a entire segment of the motor in the setup. a) flux ΨdFEM(id = 0,iq,x), b) flux 
ΨdFEM(id = 0,iq,x) in x-z-coordinate, c) flux ΨqFEM(id = 0,iq,x) and d) 
ΨqFEM(id = 0,iq,x) in y-z-coordinate. 
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the rising and falling of the flux FEMdΨ in the x-z-coordinate (i.e. the position depend-
ence) when the magnet carrier enters or leaves a segment. The flux ΨdFEM is mainly 
dependent on the position x. Additionally position dependent harmonics can be ob-
served too. Figure 4.7c shows the flux ( 0, , )FEMq d qi i xΨ = . it depends mainly on the cur-
rent iq (Figure 4.7d). Some position dependent harmonics can be observed too, specially 
when the magnet carrier enters or leaves a segment. 
The case id = 0, iq = 0 allows to verify the results of the FEM experimentally. In this 
way it is possible to calculate the speed normalized EMF, (12) and (13), and compare it 
with Figure 4.1. Figure 4.8 shows the comparison of the simulated and the measured 
EMF. The simulation presents more ripple in the d-axis than the measurement, due to 
many factors. First, the derivative of the linked flux with respect to the position ∂Ψd/∂x 
is higher than in the q-axis. Second, for each position the simulation forms a new mesh, 
and not necessary with the same number of elements. It produces a different solution 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the simulation for the case id =0, iq =0 and the EMF measurement. 
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and a different accuracy. For other side, the simulation is done for the outer diameter of 
the annulus. That means the effect of the “V shaped” teeth are not modeled. The ampli-
tude of eq/v shows a small difference too, but, in general, the approximation of the simu-
lation is very close to the real machine. 
4.2.2. Electromagnetic force 
To compute the force on an object, the solver uses the principle of virtual work. The 
force on an object in the direction of the displacement s is given by the relationship [48] 
(24). 
0
( , ) Hc
i const V
dW i sF B dH dV
ds s
=
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞∂
= = ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠∫ ∫
? ?
 (24)
Where Wc(i,s) is the magnetic co-energy of the system. The current i is held constant. 
The simulation was done considering that the consecutive segments are fed with the 
same current iq (id = 0). For the motor of the set-up, the magneto-motive force (MMF) 
weakens during the transition between two consecutive segments, like explained in sec-
tion 3.1. The weakening in the MMF reduces the force of the motor in this region. 
Figure 4.9a shows the calculated force FxFEM(id = 0,iq,x) for a complete segment, in-
cluding when the magnet carrier goes to the next segment (fed with the same current). 
The weakening of the force at the end of the segment can be clearly identified. It re-
duces by 33% of the nominal force (Figure 4.9b). For the given winding distribution 
(motor of set-up, section 3.1), the reduction of force in the transition area (when the 
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Figure 4.9: Force calculation for the modeled machine. A) Fx-FEM(id = 0,iq,x), b) Fx-FEM for all 
position and for 3 given currents, 1pu = 40 A. 
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magnet carrier travels between two consecutive segments) depends on the number of 
poles of the magnet carrier, like in (25). For the motor of the set-up, the magnet carrier 
has only three poles, i.e. in the transition area, in the worst case, only one pole is facing 
the full MMF (two layer windings are filled). The other two poles are facing half (one 
layer winding is filled) of the MMF. Figure 4.9b shows the force FxFEM for three cur-
rents iq = 1 pu, iq = 0 and iq = -1 pu. For current iq = 0 the machine shows a force ripple 
(Figure 4.9b) with three periods in one pole pitch, i.e. the number of teeth. This force 
disturbance is cogging force and has a value of around 74 N peak to peak. (i.e. ≈10% of 
the nominal force). 
max
1100 1trans
mc
F
P−
⎛ ⎞
= ⋅ −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (25)
In (25), Pmc is the number of poles of the magnet carrier and Fmax-trans is the maximal 
force in the transition area (when the vehicle moves across two segments) in percent. 
To validate the force calculation from FEM, a static force measurement was done. 
Therefore, an adjustable screw is used to fix the machine together with the sensor at 
different positions within one pole pair (appendix A.8). For each position, a sequence of 
steps in the iq currents from 0 to the nominal value were fed. Each step was applied for 
500ms to guaranty a steady state force measurement. 
Figure 4.10 shows the results of the force measurement interpolated with Matlab [17] 
in comparison with the simulation. Force ripple can be clearly identified, with a period 
of 1/3 of the pole pitch (i.e. slot pitch). This validates the slot harmonic in the force de-
livered by the FEM. At rated current, the FEM calculations delivers an average force of 
730 N approximately, 50 N higher than the measured value (Figure 4.10b and Figure 
4.10d), i.e. an error around 7,4%. The difference can be explained due to the simplifica-
tions in the model, especially because iron loses and eddy currents are not considered. 
The cogging force measured shows an amplitude of 28 N (Figure 4.10b), and the FEM 
calculation of 37 N. this difference is highly dependent of the air gap considered in the 
simulation. The cogging force reaches 4,2% of the rated thrust force. 
From the comparison, it can be concluded, that the FEM simulation delivers an ac-
ceptable estimation of the force, following the shape as well as the magnitude of the 
thrust force. 
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4.2.3. Inductance 
At the simplest level, inductance represents how much energy is stored in the mag-
netic field when current flows (26). 
21
2m
W Li=  (26)
In (26), Wm is the energy stored in the magnetic field, L is the inductance and i is the 
current flowing in the system. 
In electric machines, iron is the typical material used to conduct magnetic flux. Iron 
has a nonlinear B-H characteristic. Because of this nonlinear feature, two kinds of in-
ductance must be distinguished: differential and secant inductance. The secant induc-
tance is the ratio of the total flux to current. The differential inductance is the ratio of 
the flux change and change of the exciting current. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the FEM calculated force and the static force measurement over one 
pole pair. a) and b) simulation, c) and d) experimental measurement. 
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The Maxwell 2D computes secant inductances (27) associated with a structure by 
simulating the magnetic field which arises when various voltages and currents are ap-
plied. Then, by computing the energy stored in those fields, it can then compute the 
necessary inductances [48]. 
0 ( )
aa ab ac
abc ba bb bc abc abc
ca cb cc
L L L
L L L i x
L L L
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥Ψ = ⋅ + Ψ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
? ??
 (27)
To compute inductances using this method, the B-field and H-field associated with 
the distribution of currents must first be computed. The magneto-static field simulator, 
which computes the magnetic vector potential at all points in the problem region, per-
forms this task. 
To compute an inductance matrix, the software performs a sequence of magneto-
static field simulations. In each field simulation, one ampere is allowed to flow in a sin-
gle conductor (coil). No current flows in any other conductor (coil). For an n-conductor 
(coils) system, n field simulations are automatically performed. The energy stored in the 
magnetic field that couples two conductors (coils) is given by (28). 
21 1
2 2jk jk j j k
W L i B H d
Ω
= = ⋅ Ω∫ ? ?  (28)
In (28), Wjk is the energy stored in the magnetic field linking the conductor j and k 
(coil j and k), ij is the current in conductor j, jB
?
 is the magnetic flux density produced 
by conductor j (coil j) and kH
?
 is the magnetic field to which the conductor k (coil k) is 
exposed. For a coil with n turns, the total value of the inductance Ltotal is obtained from 
(29). 
2
totalL n L= ⋅  (29)
In segmented Long-stator LPMSM exists the case that the magnet carrier is outside 
of the segment, i.e. it is equivalent for a rotative machine to have a stator without the 
rotor. Figure 4.11a shows the inductance LddFEM(id = 0,iq,x). The inductance increases 
when the magnet carrier enters in the segment (the reluctance reduces). Then, it reaches 
the maximum value, and when the magnet carrier leaves the segment, LddFEM decreases 
again (Figure 4.11b). The variation of the inductance LddFEM (magnet carrier outside vs.  
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magnet carrier inside) is not larger then a 2%. The small variation of the inductance is 
explained by the short length of the magnet carrier and the large air gap of the motor. In 
the experimental machine, the magnet carrier covers only 23% of the segment’s length 
(3 magnet poles and 13 stator poles in the segment). The air gap of the motor is 2 mm 
and the height of the magnet is 4mm. Furthermore, the inductance shows a ripple, which 
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Figure 4.11: Inductances in d-q coordinate system obtained by FEM. a) LddFEM(id = 0,iq,x), b) 
LddFEM for iq = 0 and iq = 0,25 pu, c) LdqFEM(id = 0,iq,x), d) LdqFEM for iq = 0 and iq = 0,25 pu, e) 
LqqFEM(id = 0,iq,x), f) LdqFEM for iq = 0 and iq = 0,25 pu. 
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is the effect of the magnet motion across the teeth and changing its saturation level, i.e. 
the total inductance. The inductance shows a period of one pole pitch with a variation of 
0,3 mH peak to peak. The inductance LddFEM is not much affected by saturation pro-
duced by the current iq, the saturation affects mainly its own axis. 
In general, a magnet carrier with more poles (shorter as the stator segment to keep 
the concept of the long stator LPMSM) and a motor with less air gap will produce a 
higher variation in the inductances. 
Figure 4.11c shows the mutual inductance between both axes, d-q. For ideal rotative 
machines, the mutual inductance between phases LdqFEM is zero. Due to the end effect of 
the windings in a linear motor, the mutual inductance is not zero (Figure 4.11c-d). 
The inductance LqqFEM(id = 0,iq,x) shown in Figure 4.11e is more affected by the cur-
rent iq than LddFEM. The current iq saturates the iron in its own axis direction, which re-
duces the inductance for high current. Figure 4.11f shows the inductance LqqFEM for 2 
cases. For current zero, the inductance LqqFEM presents a value around 10,05 mH. For a 
25% of the rated current, the inductance increases to 10,25 mH. This may be explained 
by an increased permeability of the iron for i > 0. The inductance LqqFEM has also a rip-
ple. It has a period of one pole pitch with a variation of 0,25 mH peak to peak. 
To validate the inductances, an experiment was carried out. A sequence of voltage 
steps uq were applied by the inverter and the current iq was measured. Then, the time 
constant and the relation between voltage and current was obtained. This resulted in an 
inductance Lqq of 12,5 mH for one stator segment (rear only). This experiment doesn’t 
consider saturations and voltage deviations produced by the inverter (reference and ac-
tual value). The difference between measured and simulated values (2,25 mH approxi-
mately) is mainly due to the winding overhang. The winding overhang adds a constant 
inductance to the system, but this doesn’t change the shape in Figure 4.11. Additionally, 
due to the construction of the machine, the magnets length is 80mm and the stator depth 
covered by the magnets is only 60mm. This produces a leakage inductance due to the 
overhang. 
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5. Control 
The main goal of the control discussed in this dissertation is to compensate the force 
oscillations and disturbances in segmented long stator LPMSM to achieve a smooth 
motion. Three kinds of control structures are tested and compared, field oriented control 
using feed forward quantities from FEM [50], direct flux control [6][51] using flux ta-
bles from FEM as feedback and resonant control method [51]. Field oriented control is 
today a standard used in electric drives. On the other hand, direct flux control is a vari-
ant of direct torque control which offers a better dynamics as field oriented control. The 
resonant control variant is an alternative to suppress certain ripple frequency, without 
requiring specific information of the system. 
5.1. Field oriented control 
Cascade control structure (force/current, speed, position) is the classical method used 
to control rotative machines [13][22][39][40][43] as well as standard linear motors. For 
segmented long stator LPMSM the same structure can be used but with some added 
features, especially in the transition area (i.e. when the vehicle moves across two con-
secutive segments). In real applications, the cascade control structure presents important 
advantages in comparison to other methods (state space control, expert control, fuzy 
control, etc.). In commissioning for example, with the cascade control is possible first to 
stabilize and tune the inner control loop. The superimposed control loops can be tuned 
step by step, limiting the reference values for the next inner control loop. Saturation and 
other nonlinearities can be easily counteract by introducing feed-forward information to 
the control loop. As disadvantages of the cascade control structure, a reduced dynamic 
through the superimposing should be mentioned, where the dynamic of the outer loop 
must be slower as the inner loop. 
The control equipment and control block diagram of the experimental setup is pre-
sented in chapter 3. All control actions in the experimental setup are performed by a 
standard PC (Celeron, 700 MHz) running under Linux RTAI. The hardware and physi-
cal components were explained in chapter 3. The control software is divided mainly into 
two interrupt service routines that are triggered by hardware signals from the respective 
“Vehicle Controller Interface” (VCI). The VCI issues this trigger signal at the cycle of 
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the “Inverter Bus” where it receives the measured currents from the associated inverter 
interface. 
Although the digital controller is used, the design and tuning of the controllers is per-
formed using the theory of linear control system. The controllers are discretized using 
the bilinear transformation given by (30). The choice of the sampling time is therefore 
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Figure 5.1: Hardware and software block diagram of the setup. Field oriented control structure. 
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important. In general, transformation of continuous time controller using approxima-
tions will lead to quite short sampling periods. In the experimental set-up, the sampling 
period is 60 times smaller than the electric time constant, i.e. it allows to use the trans-
formation given by (30). Digital design methods, which allows longer sampling times, 
are not discussed in this dissertation [41]. 
( )
( )
2 1
1s
z
s
T z
−
=
+
 (30)
As long as the vehicle covers only one stator segment, either the even or the odd cur-
rent controllers are active exclusively (Figure 5.1). This is decided by the block “in-
verter address calculation”, depending on the position of the vehicle. Shortly before the 
vehicle enters the transition area (one pole pair, i.e. 60mm), the current control of the 
next stator segment is also activated. Then, in both stator segments the same q-axis cur-
rents are injected. It produces the thrust force profile like in Figure 4.9. The Phase of the 
electrical angle for two consecutive segments is shifted by 180° (one pole) to consider 
the odd number of poles per segment. 
The position reference x = 0 in the set-up machine is set one pole pitch τp (i.e. 
30 mm) before entering segment 1 (Figure 5.2). Two consecutive segments are active 
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Figure 5.2: Segment activation and position for the set-up ma-
chine. 
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for a total motion of 210 mm. 
The cascade control structure for the segmented Long-Stator LPMSM shown in 
Figure 5.1 is a standard superimposed position-speed-current control loop that is not 
optimal concerning force disturbances. The force weakening in the transition area, force 
ripple and cogging force are not well compensated. Experimental results are shown in 
the next section. 
5.1.1. PI current control 
Figure 5.3 shows the simplified current control loop of one axis of a PMSM using a 
PI controller, where the coupling inductances between the d-q axis were neglected. The 
control’s time delay (included inverter reaction time) is modeled as a first order lag 
element with a time constant TD = 1,5Ts where Ts is the sampling time [14]. The con-
verter gain kc is the relation between the numerical evaluation in the computer (digital 
controller) and the real output voltage. In this case the resolution scale used was 4000 
(12 bits) for the complete line to line voltage (2/3 DC-Link voltage). Then, kc is ob-
tained from (31). kelec = 1/R and Telec = Lqq/R are the electrical gain and the electrical 
time constant of the motor respectively. 
2 13
4000 10
dc
c
u
k
⋅
= =            for udc=600 V (31)
The PI controller can be tuned using the criteria of amplitude optimum [13][40]. 
Then, the controller coefficients are given by (32) and (33) (Appendix A.4). 
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The transfer function of the closed current loop is given by (34). The bandwidth of 
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Figure 5.3: Simplified current control loop 
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the current control loop for small signal, with a sampling time Ts of 100 µs, reaches 
approximately 750 Hz. 
2 2
1 1( )
2 2 1 1D D eq
Lc s
T s T s T s
= ≈
+ + +
       with Teq=2TD (34)
When the mover enters a new segment with some speed, the induced voltage in this 
segment rises from zero to its final value within 4 pole pitches. Likewise, in the previ-
ous segment it decreases. Additionally, during this transition, the EMF in the three 
phases is unbalanced. If the speed is high, the change of the EMF magnitude is fast and 
may be approximated by a ramp. This ramp is a disturbance for the current control loop. 
A PI current controller cannot completely compensate a ramp type disturbance. There-
fore, an alternative to improve the control loop is to use feed forward quantities accord-
ing the reconstruction of the voltage model of the motor (7) [49], based on the tables 
obtained by FEM in the previous section. 
5.1.2. Feed forward in the current control loop 
Figure 5.4 shows the current controller for one segment, including the EMF feed for-
ward model based on FEM tables, for the special case of current reference zero. 
To avoid instability and large oscillations in the closed loop, the gain of the PI con-
troller must be reduced and also it is recommended to delay the current reference value 
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Figure 5.4: Current control loop with feed forward based on FEM. Particular 
case iq* = 0. 
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by one sample time [42][52]. 
The derivative of the linked flux with respect to the position dΨdFEM/dx and 
dΨqFEM/dx introduces information about the field harmonics in the air gap. For a pure 
sinusoidal EMF those derivatives are zero. Figure 5.5a shows the derivative of the 
linked flux with respect to the position ΨdFEM /dx for current id = 0 and for all currents iq 
inside of the rated range. It shows an important disturbance for x < 150 mm and 
x > 390 mm, i.e. when the magnet carrier enters and leaves the segment. In Figure 5.5b, 
dΨdFEM/dx can be appreciated for current id and iq zero, which presents disturbances 
with a peak of more than 1.5 mVs/m. These disturbances represents only a 0.23% of the 
normalized EMF of the motor, but with a higher frequency (Figure 4.1). When the vehi-
cle is completely inside of the segment (150 mm < x < 390 mm), the position derivative 
of the linked flux oscillates with a period of a slot pitch and shows an amplitude of 
0.5 mVs/m in the d-axis. The q-axis shows a smaller amplitude as the d-axis with an 
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Figure 5.5: Derivative of the linked flux respect to the position. a) dΨdFEM/dx, b) dΨdFEM/dx for 
current iq zero, c) dΨqFEM/dx, and d) dΨqFEM/dx for iq zero. 
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amplitude of 0.35 mVs/m. The magnets are aligned with the d-axis, which saturates and 
affects directly its own axis. dΨdFEM/dx and dΨqFEM/dx don’t show an important de-
pendence on the currents. 
In order to analyze the behavior of the current controller, the linear machine is 
moved at constant speed v = 3.12 m/s (one turn of the annulus per second) by the load 
machine. This results in 1730 samples in 540 mm, i.e. 9 pole pairs. The reference cur-
rent id* and iq* is set to zero. Then, the controller must only reject the EMF disturbance. 
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Figure 5.6: Experimental measurement of the sampled current deviation id*-id and iq*-iq with PI 
controller and with PI controller+EMF feed-forward. Experiment carried out at reference cur-
rent id and iq zero and constant speed 3.12 m/s, i.e. a total of 1730 samples in 540 mm 
(Ts = 100 µs). 
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For the close loop current control, the PI current controller without feed forward has 
difficulties to keep the q-axis current at its reference value (Figure 5.6), especially when 
the mover enters the new stator segment and generates a ramp-type EMF disturbance 
(Figure 4.8b-d). When the magnet carrier moves in the middle of the segment, slot har-
monics generate disturbances, which also can not be fully compensated by the PI cur-
rent controller. Figure 5.6 shows the current deviation id*-id and iq*-iq using the current 
control structure of Figure 5.4 (feed forward). In this case, the controller nearly does not 
counteract against the disturbances. The feed forward calculated by FEM reduces the 
current deviation when the mover enters the new stator segment as well as the devia-
tions caused by slot harmonics. 
The control loop with feed forward does not suppress totally the slot harmonics in 
the current id and iq (Figure 5.6). In the experimental machine each third tooth is V-
shaped in order to approximate the circle by a polygon. From this, each third tooth is 
very narrow at the inner circumference and will be much higher saturated than in the 
simulation, where all teeth have identical dimensions. This results in an inaccurate 
model. 
The dynamic response of the current controller can be also improved using differen-
tial inductance tables obtained from FEM simulations. For the control loop in Figure 5.7 
only Ldqdiff and Lqqdiff are necessary, under the assumption that the current id is equal to 
zero. Then the amount of voltage which is necessary to change the currents within one 
sampling interval to the commanded set-point value can be calculated from (7). Ldqdiff 
and Lqqdiff are calculated from (10), and simplified to (35) and (36) (for current id equal 
to zero). 
dqdiff
dq q dq
q
L
L i L
i
∂
= ⋅ +
∂
 (35)
qqdiff
qq q qq
q
L
L i L
i
∂
= ⋅ +
∂
 (36)
Figure 5.8 shows the evaluation of (35) and (36) according the FEM simulations for 
the inductances LdqFEM and LqqFEM. Now, these tables are used for the control loop as 
shown Figure 5.7. 
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The derivative of the current in the voltage model is highly sensitive to the quality of 
the current measurement. For this reason, a low pass filter is necessary (not shown in 
Figure 5.7). This will limit the dynamic of the voltage model. The feed forward model 
uses the current reference value iq* and the actual position x as input variables. 
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Figure 5.7: Current feed forward control structure based on FEM simulations 
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Figure 5.8: Differential inductances calculated from the FEM. 
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A new experiment is carried out in order to analyze the dynamics of the current con-
troller. The linear machine is moved at constant speed v = 3.12 m/s by the load machine. 
This results in 1730 samples in 540 mm, i.e. 9 pole pairs. Figure 5.9 shows the current 
deviation for a change of 10 A in the reference current iq* at the position x = 180 mm. 
For the PI controller without feed forward, the coupling component Ldqdiff in the d-axis 
introduces a disturbance that is not compensated (Figure 5.9a). In this case, a PI control-
ler with feed forward presents an important advantage. In the q-axis, the PI controller 
with feed forward (Figure 5.9b) presents a better slot-pitch oscillation rejection. 
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Figure 5.9: Experimental measurement of the sampled current deviation id*-id and iq*-iq for a 
step in iq* of 0,125 pu with a) c) PI controller and with b) d) PI controller+EMF feed-forward. 
Experiment carried out at constant speed 3,12 m/s, i.e. a total of 1730 samples in 540 mm. 
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5.1.3. Force control 
Different kinds of force disturbances were identified in the model of the machine in 
section 4.1, like ripple force (current dependent), cogging force (current independent) 
and force weakening when the magnet carrier moves between to consecutive segments. 
Until now, the feed-forward current control introduced in the previous section aims to 
improve the tracking of the current reference, which is a necessary condition to reject 
force harmonics (current dependent and independent). The main approach of suppress-
ing undesired force ripple is to inject appropriate currents in the LPMSM by using vari-
ous techniques. 
A PI force (torque) controller which is superimposed to the current controller was 
analyzed in [39]. The force (torque) feedback is obtained from a model or from tables 
representing the force-current characteristic of the motor. As an alternative to the PI 
force controller, a force-current characteristic can be used as feed-forward. This avoids 
a superimposed force controller that introduces a new dynamics. Figure 5.10 shows 
both alternatives for the segmented long stator LPMSM. Depending on the position of 
S1, a closed loop PI force controller or a feed-forward force-current characteristic can be 
activated. For the closed loop force control, the force feedback is obtained from the 
FEM tables (Figure 4.9). 
In Figure 5.10, when the vehicle is at the position x = -30 mm, the next segment is 
activated through the address calculator block, and the force reference Fx* (current iq*) is 
set to the same value as in the previous segment. This produces a current iq in the next 
segment that presently does not produce any force, but the reference value must be 
reached before the vehicle enters the new segment. For this reason each segment has its 
own tables in the control structure of Figure 5.10. For positions between –30 mm and 
180 mm both segments are active. 
The “FxFEM(iq,x) table” in Figure 5.10 receives as input the position x and the (actual) 
current iq of the even (or odd) segment. The periodicity of the force profile (0-390 mm) 
for one segment allows to extrapolate the force behavior to the complete annulus using 
the “relative position” calculator (Figure 5.10). Additionally, the force table FxFEM was 
calculated assuming both consecutive segments fed with the same current iq. 
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The feed-forward function iq(Fx*,x) is obtained from the FEM force tables and it is 
shown in Figure 5.11. The force range for the feed-forward table is restricted from         
-440 N to 440 N. This range results in a maximum current of |iq| = 40 A in the transition 
area, without exceeding the rated current of the motor (≈ 40 A). Figure 5.11b shows, 
that harmonic currents in iq are necessary in order to generate a constant force. The pe-
riod of the harmonic currents is one slot pitch. The additional current necessary in the 
transition area can be observed clearly for positions 0 < x < 150 mm and 
390 mm < x < 540 mm. 
The PI force controller is tuned considering the inner current control loop as a first 
order lag element with an equivalent time constant Teq (34). The force control loop can 
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Figure 5.10: Alternatives: Force controller or current feed forward, selected by S1   
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be strongly simplified as shown in Figure 5.12. The amplitude optimum (AO) is used to 
tune the controller parameters kp (38) and Ti (37) (appendix A.5). 
2
2 1eq c
i
eq c
T
T
T
ω
ω
⋅ −
=  (37)
2 1eq c
p
f
T
k
k
ω⋅ −
=  (38)
In (37) and (38) ωc is the desired cut-off frequency of the close loop, and it must be 
smaller as 1 2 DT , where 1 2 DT  is the cut-off frequency of the current control loop 
(section 5.1.1). 
To analyze the behavior of the force control, the linear machine is moved at constant 
speed v = 1,56 m/s (half turn to the annulus per second) by the load machine. A force 
step from 200 N to 240 N (linear region) is applied to the linear motor at position 
x = 240 mm. Figure 5.13 shows the calculated force FxFEM(iq,x) (FxFEM(iq,x) is a calcu-
lated quantity whereas iq and x are obtained from measurement) for two different values 
of ωc, one with the same bandwidth as the current controller, i.e. 1 2c DTω =  (Figure 
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Figure 5.11: Current feed-forward for the segmented linear motor obtained by FEM. 
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Figure 5.12: Simplified thrust force control loop. 
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5.13a), and the other with a little reduced bandwidth ( )1 2 2 1c DTω = −  (Figure 
5.13b). For the higher ωc, the controller shows a large overshot with a long settling 
time. This underlines the well known fact, that the outer controller must have a reduced 
bandwidth. In this case, the reduction is from around 750 Hz for the current loop to 
580 Hz for the force loop, considering a sampling time Ts of 100 µs. 
Now, the investigation is focused to the transition area, i.e. –30 mm < x < 180 mm 
(Figure 5.2), as the force disturbance to be analyzed appears in this region. The refer-
ence force Fx* is set to 200 N. For a speed of 1,56 m/s there are a total of 1346 samples 
in the transition area. The fundamental frequency of the current iq is 26 Hz and the fre-
quency of the slot harmonics is 156 Hz. 
In Figure 5.14 FxFEM(iq,x) is a calculated quantity whereas iq and x are obtained from 
measurement. Figure 5.14a-b shows the force FxFEM(iq,x) without using force control or 
force feed-forward, and setting a constant reference current iq* to 9.7 A, equivalent to 
200 N. While the vehicle is inside of a segment, the mean force-current ratio of the ma-
chine, obtained by FEM tables, delivers 20.6 N/A. 
The force FxFEM (Figure 5.14a) shows a sag of around 68 N (i.e. ≈ 33% of Fx*) and a 
ripple around 74 N peak to peak. Applying the force feed-forward characteristic from 
Figure 5.11, the sag disappears totally and the ripple reduces to 20 N peak to peak 
(Figure 5.14c). This improvement in the force characteristic implies an injection of cur-
rent harmonic with the frequency of 6 time the fundamental (i.e. 156 Hz, Figure 5.14d) 
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Figure 5.13: Step of 40 N at position x = 240 mm for the PI force control. A) Parameters with 
1 2 DTω =  and b) parameters with ( )1 2 2 1 DTω = − . 
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(6 slots per pole pair). To compensate the sag, the force feed-forward characteristic may 
inject a higher current than the rated one, which is only acceptable for short time. Table 
iq(Fx*,x) in Figure 5.11 is limited from –440 N to 440 N, i.e. approximately only 60% of 
the rated thrust force is available at all positions without exceeding the rated current. 
The PI force controller presents a similar behavior in comparison with the force feed-
forward control (Figure 5.14e). The force ripple increase a little in the middle of the 
transition, otherwise the ripple amplitude is 2 N less as the feed-forward variant. The 
power-up current for the segment in this case shows a large overshot (Figure 5.14f). 
The force control reacts to the disturbances read from the table FxFEM, which not nec-
essary is totally synchronized with the real force ripple in the machine. At this point, the 
synchronization and the accuracy for the position measurement are mandatory to com-
pensate the real forces disturbances, and not only compensate the disturbances of the 
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Figure 5.14: Force control measurement. a), c), e): reference and calculated thrust force for the 
control methods proposed in Figure 5.10. b) d) f): actual current iq of the entered segment. Ex-
periment carried out at constant speed v = 1,56 m/s and constant reference force Fx* = 200 N. 
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table. The synchronization between the position and force ripple are done based in the 
axis orientation on the simulation and the induced voltage of the motor. 
The electric angle βm is found with a synchronous measurement of the induced volt-
age ea (phase a) and the position (appendix A.3). For two consecutive segment, the elec-
tric angle βm is 180° shifted. On the other hand, the cogging force has a period of 60° 
(Figure 5.15), i.e. the synchronization of the force table FxFEM in the transition between 
two segments is not affected by the electric angle βm. 
A simple experiment helps to show whether the compensation take effect. The load 
machine is turned off and the force reference Fx* for the linear motor is set to zero. 
Then, the machine is moved by hand and only a marginal cogging force can be sensed 
by hand. 
Figure 5.16a shows the behavior of the force FxFEM for the power-up of the odd seg-
ment by using the force-current feed forward method. The force (current) in the odd 
segment reaches it reference value in 10 sampling periods. In Figure 5.16b the reference 
and actual value of the current iq can be seen. The actual current iq is delayed by 2 sam-
pling times with respect to the reference value, i.e. the control time delay. The controller 
saturates to the maximum voltage, which produces the linear growing up of the vari-
ables to reach the reference. 
One more experiment is carried out to analyze the dynamic behavior of the proposed 
controller. Again, the linear machine is moved at constant speed v = 1,56 m/s. At posi-
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Figure 5.15: Normalized induced voltage for two consecutive segments and force FxFEM for zero 
current. 
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tion x = 240 mm a step in the force reference Fx* from 200 N to 240 N is applied (no 
saturation of the controller is reached). Figure 5.17a-b shows the measurements for the 
mean force-current ratio. The dynamics is determined by the current controller, and it 
reaches the reference after 3-4 sampling periods. For the force-current feed-forward 
characteristic in Figure 5.17c-d, again the dynamics is determined by the current con-
troller and it reaches the reference after 3-4 sampling periods. The PI force controller 
involves the dynamics of the current controller and also the PI force controller. It 
reaches the reference after 4-5 sampling periods and shows a small overshoot. 
5.2. Direct flux control 
Direct Torque Control (DTC) has been introduced and studied in middle of the 
1980’s. Several DTC-based strategies were developed in the last two decades, like volt-
age-vector selection using switching tables [7][16][53], direct self Control [6][57], and 
some techniques using space vector modulation [15][54]. For the system proposed in 
this dissertation, only methods with modulator are applicable (hardware structure). 
The Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) theory has been applied to suppress torque 
(force) ripple, especially in PM machines with non-sinusoidal back EMF [55]. Cogging 
force shows always a well known frequency which is proportional to the speed. For this 
reason MRF can be used to reduce it. If more Harmonics must be eliminated, then the 
MRF requires a large computational effort for the coordinate transformation. 
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Figure 5.16: Force and current during the power-up of the segment with feed-forward force 
control. a) measures FxFEM for even and odd segments, b) reference and actual current iq for the 
odd segment. Experiment carried out at constant speed v = 156 m/s. 
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An alternative method to improve the dynamics of the system, is to use direct flux 
control [6][56], which is derived from direct self control. Figure 5.18 shows a block 
diagram of the control strategy, where, depending on the position of the switch S1, a 
closed PI force controller loop or a feed-forward force-flux characteristic can be acti-
vated. The PI force control loop uses as feedback the force table FxFEM obtained from 
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Figure 5.17: Step response for the three force controllers proposed: a), c), f) reference and calcu-
lated thrust force for the control methods with a step from 200 N to 240 N at x = 240 mm. b), d), 
f) actual current iq. Experiment carried out at constant speed v = 1,56 m/s. 
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FEM. The output of the force controller is the flux reference in the q-axis. A second 
controller is used to kept the current id to zero. The output of this controller is the flux 
reference in the d-axis. Then, the flux reference is compared with the actual flux and 
passed to the flux controller. 
Instead of a flux observer, flux tables obtained by FEM (Figure 4.7 in chapter 4) are 
used with an additional dependence on the current id, simply modeled by a constant in-
ductance (because id was not considered in the FEM simulation). Then, the linked 
fluxed Ψd and Ψq are now obtained as in (39) and (40) and implemented in the block 
“Flux model (FEM)” of Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.18: Control block diagram for a segmented linear motor using direct flux 
control. 
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( , , ) ( , ) ( , )FEM FEMd d q d q dd q di i x i x L i x iΨ = Ψ + ⋅  (39)
( , , ) ( , )
0
FEM FEM
q d q q q qd di i x i x L iΨ = Ψ + ⋅
≈
???  (40)
The flux controller uses the voltage equations (5) of the motor in d-q coordinate sys-
tem to produce the voltage reference (41) and (42). For the sampling time “k”, (5) is 
used to calculate the voltage that must be applied for the next interval k+1 to reach the 
desired linked flux ( 1)dq kΨ +
?
[56]. The parameter Kflux in (41) and (42) are used to re-
duce the gain 1/Ts (10000), avoiding large changes in the output voltages, specially due 
to the tables inaccuracy and noise in the source signals (currents and position). Then, 
equations (41) and (42) are used in the block “flux control” of Figure 5.18. The inputs 
are the actual currents, calculated fluxes, actual speed and the desired flux variation. 
The dynamic change of the flux linkage is produced by the calculation of the difference 
of the reference and actual value divided by the sampling time and attenuated by Kflux. 
( 1) ( )( 1) ( ) ( )d dd d flux q
s p
k k dxu k R i k k k
T dt
π
τ
Ψ + − Ψ
+ = ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ Ψ ⋅  (41)
( 1) ( )
( 1) ( ) ( )q qq q flux d
s p
k k dxu k R i k k k
T dt
π
τ
Ψ + − Ψ
+ = ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅Ψ ⋅  (42)
When the mover enters a segment, the linked flux in the d-axis, Ψd increasing from 
zero to the nominal value, generating a ramp disturbance. Then, the PI current controller 
for the d-axis in Figure 5.18 must generate a ramp reference. PI controllers are not able 
to fully compensate this type of disturbances. To avoid this problem, the output of the 
controller must be the difference of the flux Ψd required to keep the current id=0. Then, 
equation (41) is rewritten as in (43), where 
0dd i =
ΔΨ  is the output of the PI controller. 
0( 1) ( ) ( )d
d i
d d flux q
s p
dxu k R i k k k
T dt
π
τ
=
ΔΨ
+ = ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅Ψ ⋅  (43)
Additionally, the over-modulation method is very important and determines the be-
havior of the system for a large step change of the input. For a large step, the modulator 
must apply the largest voltage vector in the direction that the flux should increase. The 
voltage limitation is given by the 6 active vectors of a three phase 2 levels inverter. The 
hexagon formed by the active vectors limits the available voltage. The edges of the 
hexagon are given by switching exclusively the active vectors. Inside of the hexagon, 
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the zero vector must be applied. In the literature there are many approaches to limit the 
voltage inside of the hexagon [20][58]. 
In steady state dqu
?  is constant ( ( 1) ( )dq dqu k u k+ =? ? ). Figure 5.19 shows the steady 
state vector diagram of a segment and the maximal flux Ψq variation possible in two 
cases, one when the magnet carrier is approaching the segment at constant speed v 
(segment powered-up), and the other, when the magnet carrier moves at constant speed 
v inside of a segment. In case that the voltage ( 1)dqu k +
?  is outside of the hexagon, the 
voltage is limited to the maximal ΔΨq/Δt possible. 
The feed forward table ΨqFEM(Fx,x) is obtained from FEM simulations. Figure 5.20 
shows ΨqFEM(Fx,x) with an asymmetry between the first and last 150 mm in the move-
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Figure 5.19: Vector diagram and over-modulation limits for a segment. 
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Figure 5.20: Feed forward table ΨqFEM(Fx,x) for direct flux control. 
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ment of the vehicle. This asymmetry is produced by the winding distribution of the sta-
tor and the odd number of poles of a segment. 
In order to determine experimentally the parameter kflux, a step in the flux reference 
Ψq* of 0,05 Vs is applied (no saturation of the modulator is reached) and then kflux is 
adjusted to reach an overshot less than 10%. With kflux = 0,5 the flux controller shows 
the desired behavior (Figure 5.21). 
The PI force controller is tuned considering the inner flux control loop as a first order 
system with an equivalent time constant Teq-flux. As in section 0 (force-current control-
ler), the force control loop is simplified as shown in Figure 5.23. For the second order 
closed loop transfer function again the AO criteria is used to tune the controller parame-
ters kp (45) and Ti (44) [13](appendix A.5). 
2
2 1eq flux c
i
eq flux c
T
T
T
ω
ω
−
−
⋅ −
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2 1eq flux c
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ω
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The same cut-off frequency ωc is selected as for the force-current control, i.e 
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Figure 5.21: flux controller behavior for a step 0.05 Vs in the 
reference. Experiment carried out at constant speed 
v = 1,56 m/s and kflux = 0,5. 
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To analyze the behavior of the force-flux control, the linear machine is moved at 
constant speed v = 1,56 m/s (half turn to the annulus per second) by the load machine. 
This is the same condition as was used for the experiment in the previous section. 
Again, the investigation is focused to the transition area, i.e. –30 mm < x < 180 mm. 
The reference force Fx* is set to 200 N. For a speed of 1,56 m/s there are a total of 1346 
samples in the transition area. The fundamental frequency of the current iq is 26 Hz and 
the frequency of the slot harmonics is 156 Hz.  
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Figure 5.22: Direct flux control experimental measurements. a), b) Reference force Fx*, actual 
force calculated by FEM tables FxFEM and flux ΨqFEM for direct flux control using the force-flux 
characteristic of Figure 5.20. c) d) as in a) and b) with a PI force controller. Experiment carried 
out at constant speed v = 1.56 m/s. 
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Figure 5.23: Simplified thrust force control loop. 
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Figure 5.22a-b shows the experimental measurements of the control variables for the 
force-flux feed-forward control loop using the table from Figure 5.20. The force FxFEM 
follows the reference without problems during the entire transition. There remains a 
constant ripple of 20 N peak to peak. For the superimposed force-flux controller, the 
force FxFEM increases the ripple in the middle of the transition to 30 N peak to peak 
(Figure 5.20c). Figure 5.20b-d shows the fluxes ΨqFEM necessary to reach the force be-
havior in Figure 5.20a-c respectively. 
In Figure 5.24 the dynamic behavior of the feed-forward force-flux controller (a and 
b) and of the PI force-flux controller (c and d) is shown. At position x = 240 mm a step 
in the force reference Fx* from 200 N to 240 N is applied (no saturation in the control-
ler). For the feed-forward force-flux characteristic, the dynamics is determined by the 
flux controller and it reaches the reference after 3-4 sampling periods. The PI force-flux 
controller involves the dynamic of the flux controller and also the PI force controller. It 
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Figure 5.24: Step response for the feed-forward and PI force controllers proposed: a), c) refer-
ence and calculated thrust force for the control methods with a step from 200 N to 240 N at 
x = 240 mm. b), d) actual linked flux Ψq. Experiment carried out at constant speed v = 1,56 m/s. 
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reaches the reference after 4-5 sampling periods and has overshot. 
5.3. Resonant control 
In the standard field oriented control, the PI controller is not able to reject harmonics, 
producing steady state errors. In the previous sections, superimposed force-current and 
force-flux control respectively are not able to reject totally the detent force. To aid the 
PI controller, in this chapter a resonant element is added in parallel. The complete 
analysis of the stability and optimizations must be done for the entire system. 
Two configurations of resonant controllers were studied in previous research 
[59][60], well known as P+Sine (46) transformed resonant element and P+Cosine (47) 
transformed resonant element. Another resonant element was develop in [51] (48) by 
integrating the two aforementioned types of resonant elements. 
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The resonant controller of (48) can be improved adding a damping factor d to limit 
the gain at ωres and increasing the width of the resonance peak. This improves the con-
troller in case of deviation of the resonance frequency. The resulting transfer function 
for the controller is described by (49) and its frequency and phase response is shown in 
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Figure 5.25: Bode diagram for the resonant controller 
Cres(s) at ωres = 156 Hz. 
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Figure 5.25. 
2 2
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2 2( ) 2
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ω ω
ω ω
+ +
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+ +
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The FEM simulation delivers a pulsating thrust force which is used as feedback in 
the control loop of the machine. This eliminates the sag in the force when the vehicle 
travels between two consecutive segments. Figure 5.26 shows a standard field oriented 
control structure in the rotor d-q coordinate system for the segmented linear drive with 
Fx* as input, one current loop for the d-axis with a resonant element, and one force loop 
for the q-axis with a resonant element too, all for odd and even segments. In fact, a 
resonant element in the d-axis is not necessary, but it helps to suppress harmonics from 
the EMF. 
The resonant controller Cres(s) is in parallel to a PI controller. The parameters of the 
PI and resonant controller must be tuned for the entire closed loop transfer function. 
Figure 5.27 shows a simplified linear model of the controller, considering the inverter 
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Figure 5.26: control block diagram for the segmented linear drive with resonant controller. 
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dynamics and the motor. TD and kc are the control time delay and inverter gain respec-
tively. L and R denote the inductance and the resistance of the motor segment respec-
tively. 
To obtain the open loop transfer function it is necessary to simplify the force model 
to an equivalent gain kf. The ripple introduced by the force model must be rejected by 
the resonant controller and it is not necessary to consider it in tuning. Equation (50) 
shows the transfer function Hc(s) of the entire controller (PI+Cres(s)) and (51) the plant 
Hp(s) (Inverter + Motor + Force model). 
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At first the electric pole of the plant can be eliminated with one zero of the controller, 
i.e. the numerator of Hc(s) must be factorized by (Ls+R). Using Ncd(s) (52) as the de-
sired polynomial for the numerator of the controller Hc(s), it is possible to rewrite it as 
(53). 
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The benefit of using (52) is the order reduction in the closed loop transfer function 
Hclose(s). By matching the numerator of (49) with polynomial (52), kr1, kr2, kr3 and kp are 
defined now as function of b2, b1, Ti, d, and ωres (54)(55)(56)(57). 
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Figure 5.27: Simplification of the resonant controller 
and the plant for the q-axis. 
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The pole assignment technique aims, by designing the controller, to place the poles 
of the closed loop system at desired locations. The poles of the closed loop transfer 
function Hclose(s) (58) are now described by a fourth order polynomial. A desired char-
acteristic polynomial Dclose(s) (59) is obtained using the principle of the “double ratios” 
[13]. In (59) τ is a parameter for the position of the poles (Appendix A.6). 
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The solution of the equation system for the coefficients of the denominator of (58) 
with the coefficients of (59) delivers the parameters b2 (60), b1 (61), Ti (62) and τ (63). 
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The damping factor d must be smaller than 1 2  in order to achieve resonance. For 
example, in Figure 5.25 the damping factor d is 0.01, i.e. τ is limited to (64). Then, the 
dynamic of the closed loop is less dependent on the resonant frequency ωres, and it is 
limited to the poles described by (65). The Root Locus of the open loop transfer func-
tion Hc(s)Hp(s) in Figure 5.28 confirm the above mentioned. 
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To increase the degrees of freedom in the closed loop transfer function, it is neces-
sary to add a derivative part in the PI controller, i.e. a PID. The new transfer function of 
the controller Hc1(s) is described by (66), and the desired numerator function Ncd1(s) is 
given by (67). The resulting controller transfer function using Ncd1(s) is described by 
(68). 
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 The PID controller adds a ZERO in the numerator of the open loop transfer function 
of the system, adding a degree of freedom for the poles in the closed loop. Again kr1, kr2, 
kr3 Td, and kp (69)(70)(71)(72)(73) are obtained from (66) and (68). 
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Figure 5.28: Root-locus of the open loop transfer function Hc(s)Hp(s) for 
ωres=156Hz. 
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The desired characteristic polynomial for the closed loop Dclose(s) (59) does not 
change, because the order for the denominator is the same as in (58) using Hc1(s) instead 
of Hc(s). The parameters b3 (74), b2 (75), b1 (76), and Ti (77) are obtained by solving the 
equations for the coefficients. 
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Figure 5.29: Root Locus (a) and Bode diagram (b) of the open loop for a PID+Res con-
troller. 
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Now, the closed loop poles (65) can be chosen at a desired position. To achieve the 
dynamics of a second order system tuned with the amplitude optimum criteria, the real 
part of the poles must be placed in -1/2TD. This condition determines τ (78) and the 
poles of the closed loop (79). 
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Figure 5.29a shows the Root Locus for the system with the four poles in the closed 
loop in the desired position (79). In Figure 5.29b, the resonance peak in the Bode dia-
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Figure 5.30: Parameter for the PID+Res controller for frequencies from 100 to 10000 rad/s. 
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gram of the open loop transfer function can be clearly appreciated. 
In order to guaranty stability at low speed, for frequencies under 100 rad/s (i.e. 
16 Hz) the resonant controller and the derivative part is disconnected and the PI take the 
parameter given by the amplitude optimum criteria (32)(33). 
Ti is the only parameter that does not depend on ωres and has a constant value deter-
mined by τ. Under the condition of (78), Ti takes the value 1,75x10-12. With a damping 
factor of 0.01 and replacing (74), (75) and (76) into (69), (70) and (71), the controller 
parameters are obtained as function of the resonance frequency ωres. Figure 5.30 shows 
the parameters of the controller for frequencies from 100 to 10000rad/s. However, the 
large variation for the integral component kp/Ti and the resonant parameter kr1 and kr0, 
destabilize the closed loop. 
A practical solution is to preserve the PI controller tuned with the Amplitude Opti-
mum (AO) Criteria and add only a sine resonant element Csin(s) ((46) page 74) or a co-
sine resonant element Ccos(s) ((47) page 74). 
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Figure 5.31: Root Locus diagram of the open loop for a PI+Csin(s) (a)(b) and a PI+Ccos(s) 
(C) controller. The PI controller is tuned with the AO criteria. Kr is set to 1. the reso-
nance frequency is set to 156 Hz. 
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From the literature it is known that the phase margin of Ccos(s) is 90° higher than that 
of Csin(s). Therefore Csin(s) has a poorer phase margin. Poor phase margin can cause a 
highly under-damped behavior [61] of the system. In case of a PI+Csin(s) or a 
PI+Ccos(s), the number of poles and zeros of the controller does not change, i.e. there is 
no effect concerning the phase of the system. Figure 5.31 shows the Root Locus dia-
gram for the open loop Hc(s)Hp(s) for both resonant controllers, tuning the PI according 
to the AO criteria. Roughly, there are no differences between both controllers (Figure 
5.31a) but looking in detail around the resonant pole, the sine resonant element shows a 
zero on the right-half s-plane (Figure 5.31b), i.e. the system has non-minimum-phase 
zeros. Even so, both controllers will be analyzed and applied to the force control loop. 
To demonstrate the behavior of the PI+Csin(s) (and PI+Ccos(s)) controller, two ex-
periments are carried out. At first, the linear machine is moved at constant speed 
v = 1.56 m/s. The force reference Fx* is set to 200 N. At the beginning, the switch S1 is 
open (Figure 5.26), i.e. only the PI controller is active. Then, at position x = 240 mm, 
the switch S1 is closed. Figure 5.32 shows the poor behavior of the Csin(s) controller, 
which needs more than five cycles of the force ripple to begin to suppress it. On the 
other hand, the controller Ccos(s) needs only one cycle of the detent force to begin the 
suppression of the ripple. For an extended traveling distance, Figure 5.33 shows the 
force FxFEM along 3 segments. The resonant controller Csin(s) is more affected in the 
transition area than the Ccos(s). In general, for all positions the cosine variant of the 
resonant element shows a better behavior and ripple rejection. 
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Figure 5.32: Comparison of PI+Csin(s) (a) and PI+Ccos(s) (b) activated at position x = 240 mm 
for the force control. Force reference Fx* = 200 N. Experiment carried out at constant speed 
v = 1.56 m/s. Time windows: ≈ 64 ms for 100 mm. 
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In order to investigate the dynamic effect of the resonant element added to the loop, a 
second experiment was carried out. With the same conditions as the previous experi-
ment, the cosine resonant element was always activated. Then, at position x = 240 mm a 
step in the command force Fx* from 200 N to 240 N is applied. Figure 5.34 shows the 
command force Fx* and the calculated force FxFEM. There are nearly no differences 
comparing the dynamic behavior of the superimposed force-flux control loop as shown 
in Figure 5.24 and the behavior of the force+resonant controller in Figure 5.34, but in 
the steady state the force ripple is considerably reduced. 
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Figure 5.33: Extension of the force measurement FxFEM for 3 segments. The reso-
nant element Csin(s) (a) and Ccos(s) (b) is activated at x = 240 mm respectively. 
Experiment carried out at constant speed v = 1.56 m/s and constant reference 
force Fx*. 
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Figure 5.34: Force step response of a PI+Ccos(s) 
controller. Command step from 200 N to 240 N at 
position x = 240 mm. Experiment carried out at 
constant speed v = 1.56 m/s. 
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6. Conclusions 
The main results of the investigation concerning the control methods for Segmented 
Long-Stator Linear motors will be resumed and concluded in the following chapter. 
6.1. Summary 
In this thesis a new perspective of application for linear drives was considered, fo-
cusing on the application for industrial material handling. Different topologies are re-
viewed in chapter 2, where the aspect of supply, control and communication was ana-
lyzed. A segmented Long-Stator LPMSM with light weight moving part (vehicle) is 
considered as a good solution to achieve the dynamic demands of such a system. An 
experimental set-up was build based on a segmented Long-Stator LPMSM forming a 
closed path (annulus). This experimental machine is a donation from an industrial com-
pany. A centralized power supply with a self developed communication system was 
implemented. The experimental set-up an its characteristics were described in chapter 3. 
This segmented long-stator PM linear motor shows some electric properties and 
force profile which must be considered in the control algorithm. If a smooth force pro-
file is essential along the whole track, then a precise electromagnetic (and mechanic) 
model will help to achieve it. Chapter 4 describes the electric model of the machine, 
specially oriented to determine the effect in the force characteristic of iron saturations 
(current dependent), field harmonics (position dependent) and segment transitions.  
A Finite Element Model was build to obtain more information of the motor. With 
help of the software “Maxwell 2D” magneto-static simulations for 50 positions inside of 
a pole pitch and 20 currents inside of the rated range oriented in the q-axis were carried 
out. A total of 7 poles was covered, including the transition between segments. All this 
information was incorporated as feed-forward (in form of tables) in the control loop. 
Three main control structures based on classical strategies were adapted to the seg-
mented long stator linear motor, basically oriented to perform a smooth and high dy-
namic force profile overall the track. During transition between stator segments, the 
position dependent force is produced by controlling two inverters simultaneously. The 
average value of the force is kept at its reference value during transition between stator 
segments using a position and current dependent force FxFEM obtained by FEM. 
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The force profile obtained by FEM simulation was validated by a static force meas-
urement. A force transducer from the company “ ME Systeme” was used to obtain an 
analog voltage proportional to the force. This voltage was sampled by the control PC 
and stored. In order to measure the force for different positions, the transducer was 
fixed with a spindle in one point to the frame of the machine, and at the other side to the 
mover (appendix 0). The measurement was carried out for different positions and cur-
rent in such a way that it can be compared with the profile obtained by FEM. The com-
parison shown in Figure 4.10 verifies the shape of the force profile and delivers a devia-
tion of around 7,4% for the force value at rated current. The difference is mainly ex-
plained due to the simplifications in the model, especially because iron loses and eddy 
currents are not considered. Additionally, a trade off between meshing and simulation 
time must be found to reach an acceptable accuracy of the results. The cogging force 
measured shows an amplitude of 28N (Figure 4.10b), and the FEM calculation 37N. this 
difference is highly dependent of the air gap considered in the simulation. The motor 
has a large cogging force, which reaches 4,2% of the rated thrust force. 
A coarse validation of the inductances obtained by FEM is done. Previous works (in 
the institute) used parameter identification with FEM tools. In this thesis the mathematic 
procedure and inaccuracies of the FEM method are not discussed in detail. 
The main goal of the work was to achieve a smooth and high dynamic force profile 
overall the track. Three control strategies adapted to segmented long stator linear drives, 
supported by FEM information, were investigated: 
• Field oriented control 
• Direct flux control 
• Resonant control 
Each one of these strategies were designed to control two consecutive segments at 
the same time (within the same control interrupt task) when a vehicle moves between 
two segments. The implementation is based on a flexible hardware and software that 
allows to fulfill such demands. From the hardware side, a proprietary communication 
protocol was developed and implemented, specially to allow a vehicle controller (Indus-
trial PC) to communicate with two inverters (assigned to a segment of the track ) within 
a time slot of 10 µs. The actual modulation times and the actual currents are inter-
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changed via this bus. The software was implemented in such a way that, depending on 
the position of the vehicle, the controller is enabled to address up to two inverters within 
the time slot of 10 µs.  
The corresponding control block diagrams for each of the three control strategies 
were presented in chapter 5.  
Three main force disturbances were identified in the model of the machine: 
• Non sinusoidal EMF distribution, which is a result of the winding distribution 
and the magnetic field harmonics (produced by the magnet) in the air-gap. 
• Cogging force, which is the effect of the attraction of the magnet and teeth. 
• Magneto motive force weakening between segments, which appears only in dis-
tributed three phase windings. (end of the segment). 
All the above mentioned disturbances, were partially (and almost totally) suppressed 
by injecting appropriate currents.  
The control strategies can be classified according information demand (information 
used from FEM) and performance. Table V and Figure 6.1 show a summary of the con-
trol strategies analyzed in chapter 5. Current controllers use a voltage model of the mo-
tor based on FEM-calculations to reject the disturbances introduced by the non sinusoi-
dal back EMF. This means, it needs more information than the other controllers. The 
direct flux controllers requires less information than the feed forward strategy used by 
field oriented current control. The force controller (without inner current or flux loop) 
uses only the force feedback from the FEM. The best performance in force ripple sup-
pression is achieved by the PI+resonant controller, which requires less information of 
the machine. Necessary condition is the knowledge of the resonance frequency.  
As conclusion, a simple resonant element together with only the force profile of the 
motor, provides the best performance in force ripple suppression. 
6.2. Future work 
In this thesis, the feasibility of hardware and software to control a Long-Stator 
LPMSM with a smooth force profile overall the track was demonstrated. Speed and 
position control were not analyzed, but a necessary condition to achieve a good per-
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formance for those superimposed control loops, is to have a fast and accurate inner 
force controller. 
As future work, the implementation of a multi vehicle system should be considered, 
where the demand on hardware and control coordination is predominant. The controller 
distributed topology described in chapter 2 opens an interesting alternative to avoid the 
limitation given by the Inverter-Bus. The best hardware combination and complexity of 
the application will determine the future of Long-Stator LPMSM in applications for 
material handling. Always a global design of the system will deliver the best result in 
investment and benefit, but first the technical tools must be developed.   
Table V: Summary of the control methods applied to long stator linear drives. 
Control method FEM information required Performance 
Force-current feed-forward 
control 
FxFEM(iq,x), iq(Fx,x), 
( , )dq x iq x∂Ψ ∂
?
, ( , )dq iq xΨ
?
, 
Ldqdif(iq,x) 
20 N ripple 
PI force-current control 
FxFEM(iq,x), ( , )dq x iq x∂Ψ ∂
?
, 
( , )dq iq xΨ
?
, Ldqdif(iq,x) 
30 N ripple 
Force-flux feed-forward 
control 
FxFEM(iq,x), Ψq(Fx,x), 
( , )dq iq xΨ
?
 20 N ripple 
PI force-flux control FxFEM(iq,x), ( , )dq iq xΨ
?
 30 N ripple 
PI force control FxFEM(iq,x) 35 N ripple 
PI resonant force control FxFEM(iq,x) 6 N ripple 
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of the control methods for segmented long-stator linear motors. Sum-
mary of experimental measurement. Special case for the transition between two segments. All 
experiments were carried out at constant speed v = 1.56 m/s. 
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Appendix 
A.1 Voltage equation transformations 
For each phase of the machine, the terminal voltage is described by (80) and (81) in 
matrix form and vectorial form respectively. 
0 0
0 0
0 0
a
a a a
b
b b b
c c c
c
d
dtu R i
du R i
dt
u R i d
dt
Ψ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥
Ψ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
= ⋅ +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ Ψ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (80)
abc
abc abc
du i
dt
Ψ
= ⋅ +abcR
???  (81)
The linear transformation (82) allows to represent the three phase system in a two-
phase stator α-β -0 coordinate system. 
0
1 11
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2 3 30
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2 2 2
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u uαβ
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(82)
The star connection of the windings with isolated neutral point allows to eliminate 
the zero sequence. Additional disturbances, like high frequency common mode currents 
due to capacitive coupling between the stator windings and the case, are neglected. (82) 
reduces to (83). 
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(83)
(83) transforms (81) in (84) 
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( )d
u i
dt
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u i
dt
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The introduction of the rotative d-q coordinate system (86) transform (84) to (88). 
with 
p
xπθ
τ
= ⋅ , and τp the pole pitch of the linear motor. 
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The linked flux vector Ψ
?
dq  is a function of dqi
?
 and x. Then, the derivative can be re-
written as in (89). 
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Introducing (89) in (88), the voltage equation of the motor is rewritten as in (90). 
dq dq q
dq dq
dp
di dxu i
dt x dt
EMF
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A.2 Linked flux equation transformation 
The flux linkage αβΨ
?
 is a function of the currents iα, iβ, and the position x (91). 
( , ) ( ) PMPM
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 (91)
The inductance matrix Lαβ depends on saturation and is a function of the current and 
the position. The flux linkage ( )PM xαβΨ
?
 represents the flux produced by the magnets. 
Applying transformation (82) in (91), we get (92).  
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? ??
 
(92)
The linked flux vector Ψ
?
dq  is a function of dqi
?
 and x. Then, the derivative can be re-
written as in (89). The firs term of (89) is expand in (93) 
d d
d qdq
q qdq
d q
i i
i
i i
∂Ψ ∂Ψ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥∂ ∂∂Ψ ⎢ ⎥
= =⎢ ⎥∂Ψ ∂Ψ∂ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
diff
dqL
?
?  (93)
d dd d dq q dPML i L iΨ = ⋅ + ⋅ + Ψ  
q qd d qq q qPML i L iΨ = ⋅ + ⋅ + Ψ  
(94)
dqd dd
d dd q
d d d
LL i L i
i i i
∂∂Ψ ∂
= ⋅ + + ⋅
∂ ∂ ∂
 
dqd dd
d dq q
q q q
LL i L i
i i i
∂∂Ψ ∂
= ⋅ + + ⋅
∂ ∂ ∂
 
q qd qq
d qd q
q d d
L L
i L i
i i i
∂Ψ ∂ ∂
= ⋅ + + ⋅
∂ ∂ ∂
 
q qd qq
d qq q
q q q
L L
i L i
i i i
∂Ψ ∂ ∂
= ⋅ + + ⋅
∂ ∂ ∂
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Introducing (95) in (93), the differential inductances are defined in terms of the in-
ductances and currents. 
dq dqd d dd dd
d q d q
d q d d q q dd dqdq
qd qqq q qd qq qd qqdq
d q d q
d q d d q q
L LL Li i i i
i i i i i i L L
L LL L L Li
i i i i
i i i i i i
∂ ∂∂Ψ ∂Ψ ⎡ ⎤∂ ∂⎡ ⎤
⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂Ψ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
= = + ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥∂Ψ ∂Ψ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
?
?  (96)
dq dqdd dd
d d q q
d q d q dd dqdq
qd qqqd qd qq qqdq
d d q q
d q d q
L LL Li i i i
i i i i L L
L LL L L Li
i i i i
i i i i
∂ ∂∂ ∂ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂Ψ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
= + + =⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂ ⎣ ⎦
⋅ ⋅ ⎢ ⎥⋅ ⋅⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
diff
dqL
?
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A.3 Angle synchronisation 
In the experimental set-up the position measurement is done using an incremental 
encoder, attached to the load machine. The incremental encoder generates 2048 periods 
of sine and cosine signals per turn, and also one reference pulse per turn. Interpolation 
based on the arc-tangent evaluation of the sine / cosine- signals with 12-bit AD-
converters is used to increase the resolution. But there is a lot of elasticity and backlash 
between the rotary encoder of the load machine and the vehicle, which strongly reduces 
the quality of the position and speed measurement. A separate encoder board connected 
to the ISA bus in the PC is used to evaluate the sine and cosine signals. The evaluation 
of the position is triggered by the control interrupt. 
The encoder board has a free A/D input channel for multipurpose measurement. The 
induced voltage of the phase a, previous signal adaptation, is connected to the A/D 
channel and sampled together with the position. Figure A3.1 shows the measurement of 
the normalized induced voltage of phase a ea/v, in which the linear motor is moved at 
constant speed v = 1.56 m/s by the load machine. 
The electrical angle βm is synchronized in such a way that the induced voltage of 
phase a has a zero crossing from positive to negative at βm = 0°. From Figure A3.1 can 
be clearly observed that the position x is synchronized to x = 0 mm one pole before the 
magnet carrier enters the segment. 
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A.4 Amplitude Optimum in the current loop 
The amplitude optimum criteria aims to keep the unity gain of the closed loop for a 
wide range of frequencies.  
In the particular case of the current loop of a motor (Figure A4.1), the zero of the 
controller is adjusted to cancel the electric pole, i.e. Ti=Telec. The open loop transfer 
function is given by (98) and the closed loop by (99).  
( )( ) 1
p c elec
o
elec D
k k k
L s
T s T s
=
+
 (98)
2( ) 1
p c eleco
c
o D elec elec p c elec
k k kLL s
L T T s T s k k k
= =
+ + +
 (99)
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Figure A3.1: Induced voltage measurement of the phase a, synchronized with the position 
measurement. 
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Figure A4.1: Simplified current control loop 
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A second order lag element reaches its maximum bandwidth at the critical damping, 
i.e. when the poles are at 45° from the origin. The critical damping in (100) is given by 
d=1 2 . 
2
2
12 1 2 1
pT ds s
ω ω
=
+ +
 
(100)
(99) and (100) produces two equations with two variables, ω and kp. 
2
1 D elec
p c elec
T T
k k kω
=  (101)
2 elec
p c elec
T
k k kω
=  (102)
Solving the equation system (101) and (102), ω and kp are obtained. 
2
elec
p
c elec D
Tk
k k T
=  (103)
1
2 DT
ω =  (104)
   with Telec=L/R and kelec=1/R reduces kp to (103). 
2p c D
Lk
k T
=  (105)
Applying kp into Lc(s) (99) we obtain the closed loop transfer function (104). The 
equivalent first order lag element has a time constant Teq=2TD. 
2 2
1 1( )
2 2 1 1c D D eq
L s
T s T s T s
= ≈
+ + +
 (106)
The cutoff frequency of the loop is given by ω. 
A.5 Amplitude Optimum criteria applied to the 
force loop 
The PI force controller is tuned considering the inner current control loop as a first 
order lag element with an equivalent time constant Teq (106). The force control loop can 
be strongly simplified as shown in Figure A5.1. Again, the amplitude optimum (AO) is 
used to tune the controller parameters kp and Ti. The open loop transfer function is given 
by (107) and the closed loop by (108) 
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( )
( )
1
( )
1
p f i
o
i eq
k k T s
L s
T s T s
+
=
+
 (107)
( )2( ) 1 1
p fo
c
o i eq p f i p f
k kLL s
L TT s k k T s k k
= =
+ + + +
 (108)
Considering the critical damping from a second order system, two equations for the 
parameters are derived, (109) and (110) (previous appendix). 
2
1 i eq
p f
TT
k kω
=  (109)
( )12 p f i
p f
k k T
k kω
+
=  (110)
Solving the equation system (109) and (110) Ti and kp are obtained as function of the 
frequency ω. ω is the cutoff frequency of the transfer function (108). 
2
2 1eq
i
eq
T
T
T
ω
ω
⋅ −
=  (111)
2 1eq
p
f
T
k
k
ω⋅ −
=  (112)
A.6 Double-ratios tuning method 
The “double-ratios” tuning method is a more general approach to determine the con-
trol parameters. For a n-order linear control loop, the transfer function (113) is given. 
2
0 1 2
1 1( )
( ) nn
H s
D s a a s a s a s
= =
+ + + +?  (113)
The denominator of H(s) results from the homogeneous differential equation of the 
system. Hence it is responsible of the damping. From the denominator the coefficient 
ratios ri are defined as in (114). 
1
i
i
i
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a
−
=        i=1,……,n (114)
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Figure A5.1: Simplified thrust force control loop. 
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The first and last ratio have special characteristics given by (115) and (116). 
1
1
0
eq
ar T
a
= =  i.e. 
1( )
1eq
H s
T s
≈
+
 (115)
1
n
n sys
n
ar T
a
−
= =   (116)
From the coefficient ratios, the double ratios are defined as in (117) 
2
2
1 1
i i i
i
i i
r a aD
r a
−
− −
= =  (117)
The optimal damping characteristic is achieved when all Di’s are 0,5. With this con-
dition is possible to determine the controller parameters. 
A.7 Ampere’s law 
The equation that the magnetostatic field solver computes (122) is derived from Am-
pere’s law, which is: 
H J∇× =
? ?
 (118)
Since H is given by (119), (118) is rewritten as in (120). 
0r
BH
µ µ
=
??
 (119)
0r
B J
µ µ
⎛ ⎞∇× =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
? ?
 (120)
From the definition of the magnetic vector potential in (121) is obtained (122).  
B A= ∇×
??
 (121)
0
1
r
A J
µ µ
⎛ ⎞∇× ∇× =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
? ?
 (122)
In a 2-D field simulation, both J
?
 and A
?
 are vectors. However, J
?
 is assumed to only 
have a z-component. A consequence of this is that A
?
 only has a z-component as well. 
This can be demonstrated starting from ( )( , ) 0,0, ( , )zA x y A x y=?  and introducing it in 
(121). Then, the magnetic field density B
?
 is calculated (123)(124). 
( )
ˆ ˆ ˆ
, , 0,0, ( , )
0 0 ( , )
z
z
x y z
B A A x y
x y z x y z
A x y
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= ∇× = × =⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
??
(123)
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( , ) ( , ), ,0z zA x y A x yB
y x
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂
= −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
?
 (124)
With (124) in (119) the magnetic field H
?
 is obtained (125). Then, the current den-
sity field J
?
 is calculated from (118). 
0
( , ) ( , )1 , ,0z z
r
A x y A x yH
µ µ y x
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂
= −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
?
 (125)
0
( , ) ( , )1 , , , ,0z z
r
A x y A x yJ H
µ µ x y z y x
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂
= ∇× = × −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
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 (126)
2 2
2 2
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( , ) ( , ) 0
z z
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z z
x y z
A x y A x yJ
µ µ x y z µ µ x y
A x y A x y
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⎛ ⎞∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂
= = − −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
∂ ∂
−
∂ ∂
?
 (127)
In (127), the current density field J
?
 has only a z-component. 
A.8 Force sensor 
The static force measurement of the motor was done using the force sensor KD40s (S 
form) from the company ME-Meßsysteme. The sensor is dimensioned to cover a range 
of ±1000N. The amplifier GSV-1A with a bandwidth of 2.5 kHz (ME-Meßsysteme) is 
used to preprocess the analog signal of the sensor and connect to the PC. The sampling 
of the signal is done in the encoder board. Technical specifications are in [63]. The 
force sensor was fixed with a spindle in one point at the frame of the machine, and at 
the other side at the mover. This allows to make measurements for different positions of 
the vehicle. Figure A8.1 shows the experimental set-up, specially the mounting of the 
force sensor. 
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Figure A8.1: Force sensor. 
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